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Political Transformations
Empires and Encounters

r 45o-r7 50

CUAPTER 13

"What he lVladimir Putin] wants to do, you can just see the lust in his

eyes, he wants to re-create the Russian empire, and this move on
Crimea is his first step." So said U.S. senator Bill Nelson in March of
2014, referring to the Russian president's actions in seizing Crimea
and in pressuring Ukraine to remain within a Russian sphere of influ-
ence. ln reflecting on this very current political situation, the senator,
and many others as well, invoked the Russian Empire, which had taken
shape during the early modern era. ln the same vein, commentators
on the economic and political resurgence of twenty-first-century Tur-

key often refer to it as an effort "to rebuild the Ottoman Ëmpire."
likewise a creation of the early modern era.l ln such ways, the mem-
ories of these earlier empires continue to shape understanding of
current events and perhaps to inspire actions in the present as well.

I s these comments imply, empire building has been largely

-f \ discredited during the twentieth and twenty-first cenruries,
and "imperialist" has become a term of insult rather than a source
of pride. How very different were the rhree cenruries (1450-1750)
of the early modern era, when empire building was a global pro-
cessl In the Americas, the Aztec and Inca empires flourished before
they were incorporated into the rival empires of the Spanish, Por-
tuguese, British, French, and Dutch, constructed all across the
W'estern Hemisphere. 

'Within 
those imperial systems, vast transfor-

mations took place: old societies were destroyed, and new societies
arose as Native Americans, Europeans, and r\fricans came into sus-

tained contact with one another for the first time in world history.

European Empires in the Americas
The European Advantage

The Great Dying and the Little

lce Age

The Columbian Exchange

Comparing Colonial Societies
in the Americas

ln the Lands of the Aztecs and

the lncas

Colonies of Sugar

Settler Colonies in North America

The Steppes and Siberia: The
Makíng of a Russian Empire

Experiencing the Russian Empire

Russians and Empire

Asian Empires
Making China an Empire

Muslims and Hindus in the Mughal

Empire

Muslims and Christians in the

Ottoman Empire

Reflections: The Centrality of
Context in World History

Zooming ln: Doña Marina:
Between Two Worlds

Zooming ln: Devshirme:
The "Gathering" of Christian
Boys in the Ottoman Empire

Working with Evidence:
State Building in the Early
Modern Era

The Mughal Empire Among the most magnificent of the early modern empires was that of the Mughals in lndia. ln this
painting by an unknown Mughal artist, the seventeenth-century emperor Shah Jahan is holding a durbar, or ceremonial assem-

bly, in the audience hall of his palace. The material splendor of the setting shows the immense wealth of the court, while the
halo around Shah Jahan's head indicates the special spiritual grace or enlightenment associated with emperors.
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It was a revolutionary encounter with implications that extended far beyond the

Americas themselves.

But European empires in the Americas v/ere not alone on the imperial stage of
the earþ modern era. Across the immense expanse of Siberia, the Russians con-

structed what was then the world's largest territorial empire, making Russia an Asian

as well as a European power. Qing (chihng) dynasry China penetrated deep into
Inner Asia, doubling the size of the country while incorporating millions of non-
Chinese people who practiced Islam, Buddhism, or animistic religions. On the

South Âsian peninsula, the Islamic Mughal Empire brought Hindus and Muslims
into a closer relationship than ever before, sometimes quite peacefully and at other
times with great conflict. In the Middle East, the Turkish Ottoman Empire reestab-

lished something of the earlier political unity of heartland Islam

and posed a serious military and religious threat to European

Christendom.
Thus the earþ modern era \¡/as an age of empire. Within

their borders, those empires mixed and mingled diverse peoples

in a wide variety of ways. Those relationships represented a

new stage in the globalizationprocess and new arenas ofcross-
cultural encounter. The transformations they set in motion
echo still in the twenty-first century.

European Empires in the Americas
Among the earþ modern empires, those ofWestern Europe were distinctive because

the conquered territories lay an ocean away from the imperial heartland, rather

than adjacent to it. Following the breakthrough voyages of Columbus, the Spanish

focused their empire-building efforts in the Caribbean and then, in the earþ six-
teenth century, turned to the mainland, with stunning conquests of the powerful

but fragile Aztec and Inca empires. Meanwhile, the Portuguese established them-
selves along the coast of present-day B.razil. In the earþ seventeenth century, the

British, French, and Dutch launched colonial settlements along the eâstern coast of
North America. From these beginnings, Europeans extended their empires to
encompass most of the Americas, at least nominally, by the mid-eighteenth century
(see Map 13.1), It was a remarkable achievement. 

'What 
had made it possible?

Guided Reading

Question

I CONNECTION

What enabled Europeans

to carve out huge empires

an ocean away from their

homelands?

The Eurogt ean Aibantage

Geography provides a starling point for explaining Europe's American empires.

Countries on the Atlantic rim ofEurope (Portugal, Spain, Britain, and France) were

simply closer to the Americas than were any potential Asian competitors. Further-
more, the fixed winds of the Atlantic blew steadily in the same direction. Once

these air currents were understood and mastered, they provided a far different mari-
time environment than the alternating monsoon winds of the Indian Ocean, in

SEEKING THE MAIN POINT
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Ä MI\P OF TIME
1453 Ottoman conquest of Constantinople

1464-1591 Songhay Empire in West Africa

1480 Russia emerges from Mongol rule

1494 Treaty of Tordesillas divides the Americas between Spain and
Portugal

1501 Safavid Empire established in Persia/lran

1519-1s21 Spanish conquest of Aztec Empire

1526 Mughal Empire established in lndia

1529 Ottoman siege of Vienna

1530s First Portuguese plantations in Brazil

1532-1540 Spanish conquest of lnca Empire

:, 1550 Russian expansion across Siberia begins

1565 Spanish takeover of Philippines begins

1607 Jamestown, Virginia: first permanent English settlement in
Americas

1608 French colony established in Quebec

Chinese expansion into lnner Asia

Ottoman siege of Vienna

After 1 of Mughal Empire

which Asian powers had long operated. European innovations in mapmaking,
navigation, sailing techniques, and ship design-building on earlier models from
the Mediterranean, Indian Ocean, and Chinese regions-likewise enabled Euro-
peans to penetrate the 'ttlantic Ocean. The enormously rich markets of the Indian
Ocean world provided little incentive for its Chinese, Indian, or Muslim partici-
pants to venture much beyond their own waters.

Europeans, however, were powerfully motivated to do so. Afier 1200 or so,
European elites were increasingly aware of their region's marginal position in the
rich world ofEurasian cornmerce and were determined to gain access to that world.
Once the Americas were discovered, windfalls of natural resources, including highly
productive agricultural lands, drove further expansion, ultimately underpinning the
long-term growth of the European economy into the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. Beyond these economic or ecological stimuli, rulers were driven by the
enduring rivalries of competing states. The growing and relatively independent mer-
chant class in a rapidly commercializing Europe sought direct access to Asian wealth

AP.T EXAM TIP
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Map 13.1 European Colonial Empires in the Americas

By the beginning of the eighteenth century, European powers had laid claim to most of the West-

ern Hemisphere. Their wars and rivalries during that century led to an expansion of Spanlsh and

English claims, at the expense of the French.
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to avoid the reliance on Muslim intermediaries that chey found so distasteful.

Impoverished nobles and commoners alike found opportuniry for gaining wealth
and status in the colonies. Missionaries and others were inspired by crusading zeal

to enlarge the realm of Christendom. Persecutecl minorities were in search of a new
start in life. All of these compelling motives drove the relentlessly expanding impe-
rial fi'ontier in the Americas. Summarizing their intentions, one Spanish conquista-
dor declared: "-We came here to sele Gocl and the King, and âlso to get rich."2

In carving out these ernpires, often against great odds and with great dimclllty,
Europeans nonecheless bore certain advantages, despite their distance from home.
Their states and trading companies enabled the effective mobilization of both
human and material resources. Their seafaring technology, built on Chinese and
Islamic precedents, allowed them to cross the Atlantic with growing ease, trans-
porting people ancl supplies across great clistances. Their ironworking technology,
gunpowder weapons, and horses initially had no parallel in the Americas, although
many peoples subsequently acquired them.

Divisions within and between iocal societies provided allies for the determined
European invaclers. Various subject peoples of the Aztec Empire, for example,

resented Mexica domination and wiilingly joined Hernán Cortés in the Spanish

assault on that empire. In the final attack on the Aztec capital of Tenochtitlán,
Cortés's forces contained fewer than 1,000 Spaniards and many times that number
of Tlaxcalans, former subjects of the Aztecs. After their clefeat, tens of thousands of
Aztecs themselves joined Cortés as he carved out a Spanish Mesoamerican empire
far larger than that of the Aztecs. (See Zooming In: l)oña Marina, page 558.) Much
of the Inca elite, according to a recent study, "actually welcomed the Spanish

invaders as liberators and willingly settled down with them to share rule of Andean
farrners and miners."3 A violent dispute between two rival contenders for the Inca

throne, the brothers Atahualpa and Huáscar, certainly helped the European invad-
ers recruit allies to augrnent their own minimal forces. In short, Spanish military
victories were not solely of their own making, but the product of alliances with
local peoples, who supplied the bulk of the Europeans' conquering armies.

Perhaps the most significant of European advantages lay in their germs ancl dis-
eases, with which Native Americans had no familiarity. Those diseases decimated
sociery after society, sometimes in advance of the Europeans'actual arr-ival. In par-
ticular regions such as the Caribbean, Virginia, and New England, the rapid buildup
of immigrant popr-rlations, coupled with the sharply diminishecl native numbers,

allowed Europeans to actualiy outnumber local peoples within a Gw decades.

The Greøt Dyíng ønd the Líttle lceAge
'VØhatever conbination of factors explains the Er.rropean acquisition of empires in
the Americas, there is no cloubting their global significance. Chief amorlg the con-
sequences was the clenographic collapse of Native American societies. Although
precise figures r:emain the subject of much debate, scholars generally agree thât the

l@
Know the factors
that led to the
Spanish conquest
of the Aztec and
lnca empires.

A question about
the demographic
effects of European
diseases on the
Americas almost
always appears on
the AP@ exam.



Doña Marina:
Between Two Worlds

I n her brief life, she was known

I variously as Malinal, Doña

Marina, and La Malinche.a

By whatever name, she was a

woman who experienced the

encounter of the Old World
and the New in particularly inti-
mate ways, even as she became

a bridge becween them. Born

around 1505, Malinal was the

daughter ofan elite and cul-
tured family in the borderlands

Described by Bemal Díaz,

one of Cortés's associates, as

" good-looking, intelligent,
and selÊassured," the teenage

Malinal soon found henelf in
service to Cortés himself, Since

Spanish men were not supposed

to touch non-Christian women,
these newcomers were distrib-
uted among his offìcen, quickly
baptized, and given Christian
names. Thus Malinal became

between the Maya and Aztec Doña Marina (center left) translating D*.Yt"t"',
cultures in what is now southem for Cortés. " With a ready ear for lan-

Mexico. Two dramatic events guages and already fluent in
decisively shaped her life. The first occurred when her Mayan and Nahuatl, the language of the Aztecs, Doña

father died and her mother remarried, bearing a son to Marina soon picked up Spanish and quickly became

her new husband. To protect this boy's inheritance, indispensable to Cortés as an interpreter, cross-cultural

Malinal's family sold her into slavery. Eventually, she broker, and strategist. She accompanied him on his

came into the possession of a Maya chieftain in T¿basco march inland to the Aztec capital, Tenochtitlán, and on

on the Gulf of Mexico, several occasions her language skills and cultural awâre-

Here her second life-changing event took place in ness allowed her to uncover spies ând plots that might
March 1519, when the Spanish conquistador Hemán well have seriously impeded Cortés's defeat of the Âztec

Cortés landed his troops and inflicted a sharp military Empire. Díaz reported that "Doña Marina, who under-

defeat on Tabasco. In the negotiations that followed, stood full well what was happening, told [Cortés] what

Tabasco authorities gave lavish gifts to the Spanish,

including tlventy women, one of whom was Malinal. photo: Biblioteca Nacional Mad¡id/Gi¡audon/Bridgemm lmages

pre-Columbian population of the'Western Hemisphere was substantial, perhaps 60

to 80 million. The greatest concentrations ofpeople lived in the Mesoamerican and

Andean zones, which were dominated by the ,tztec and Inca empires. Long isola-

tion from the Afro-Eurasian world and the lack of most domesticated animals

meant the absence of acquired immunities to Old World diseases such as smallpox,

measles, typhus, influenza, malaria, and, later, yellow fever.
Therefore, when Native American peoples came into contact with these Euro-

pean and African diseases, they died in appalling numbers, in many cases losing up
to 90 percent of the population. As one recent historian has noted, "It was as if the
suffering these diseases had caused in Eurasia over the past millennia were concen-

trated into the span of decades."s The densely settled peoples of Caribbean islands
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was going on." In the Aztec capital, where Cortés took
the emperor Moctezuma captive, it fell to Doña Marina
to persuade him to accept this humiliating position and

surrender his wealth to the Spanish. Even Cortés, who
was never very gracious with his praise for her, acknowl-
edged that "after God, we owe this conquest of New
Spain to Doña Marina." Aztecs soon came to see this
young wonlân as the voice of Cortés, referring to her
as La Malinche, a Spanish approximation of her original
name. So paired did Cortés and La Malinche become

in Aztec thinking that Cortés himself was often called
"Malinche."

More than an interpreter for Cortés, Doña Marina
also became his mistress and bore him a son. But after

the initial conquest of Mexico was complete and he no
longer needed her skills, Cortés married Doña Marina
off to another Spanish conquistador, Juan Jaramillo, with
whom she lived until her death, probably around 1530.

Cortés did provide her with several pieces of land, one
of which, ironically, had belonged to Moctezuma. Her
son, however, was taken &om her and raised in Spain.

ln 7523, Doña Marina performed one final service for
Cortés, accompanying him on a mission to Flonduras to
suppress a rebellion. There her penonal life seemed to
come full circle, for near her hometown she encountered
her mother, who had sold her into slavery, and her half
brother. Díaz reported that they "were very much afraid

EUROPEAN EMPIRES IN THE AMERICAS 559

of Doña Marina," thinking that they would surely be

put to death by their now-powerful and well-connected
relative. But in a replay ofthe biblical story ofJoseph and

his brothers, Doña Marina quickly reassured and forgave
them, while granting them "many golden jewels and
some clothes."

In the centuries since her death, Doña Marina has

been highly controversial. For much of the colonial era,

she was viewed positively as an ally of the Spanish. But
after independence, some came to see her as a traitor to
her own people, shunning her heritage and siding with
the invaders. Still othen have considered her as the
mother of Mexico's mixed-race, or mestizo, culture.
Should she be understood primarily as a victim or as a

skillful survivor negotiating hard choices under diflìcult
circumstances?

'Whatever the judgments of later generations, Doña
Marina herself seems to have made a clear choice to cast

her lot with the Europeans. Even when Cortés had given
her to another man, Doña Marina expressed no regret.
According toDiaz, she declared, "Even if they were to
make me mistress of all the provinces of New Spain, I
would refuse the honor, for I would rather serve my
husband and Cortés than anything else in the world."

Questions: How might you define the significance of Doña Marina's

life? ln what larger contexts might that life find a place?

virtually vanished within fifty years of Columbus's arrival. Central Mexico, with a

population estimated at some 10 to 20 million before the Spanish conquest, declined
to about 1 million by 1650. A native Nahuatl (nah-watl) âccount depicted the social
breakdown that accompanied the smallpox pandemic: "A great many died from
this plague, and many others died of hunger. They could not get up to search for
food, and everyone else was too sick to care for them, so they starved to death in
their beds."('

The situation was similar in Dutch and British territories of North America. A
Dutch obserwer in New Netherland (later New York) reported in 1656 that "the
Indians . . . aflìrm that before the arrival of the Christians, and before the small pox
broke out amongst them, they were ten times as nulrrerous as they are now, and
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that their population had been melted down by this disease , whereof nine-tenths of
thern have died."7 To Governor Bradford of Plymouth colony (in present-day

Massachusetts), such conditions represented the "good hand of God" at work,
"sweeping away great multitudes of the natives . . . that he might make room for
us."8 Not until the late seventeenth centllry did native numbers begin to recuperate

sornewhat fi'om this catastrophe, and even then, they dicl not recover everywhere.

As the Great Dying took hold in the Americas, it interacted with another natLl-

ral phenomenon, this time one of genuinely global proportions. I(nown as the

Little Ice Age, it was a period of unusually cool temperatures that spanned much of
the early modern period, most prominently in the Northern Hemisphere. Scholars

continue to debate its causes. Some have suggested a low point in sunspot activity,
leading to less intense solar irradiation of the earth, while others have argued that the

chief cause was volcanic eruptions, whose ash and gases blocked che sun's warming
energy in the upper atmosphere. More recently, some scientists have linked the

Little Ice Age to the dernographic collapse in the Americas. The Great Dying, they

argue, resultecl in the desertion of large areas of Native American farmland and

ended the traditional practices of forest managenent through burning in many

regions. These changes sparked a resurgence of plant life, which in turn took large

anounts of carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas, out of the atmosphere, contributing
to global cooling. 'Whatever the causes, shorcer growing seasons and less hospitabie

weather conditions adverseiy affected food production in regions âcross the globe.

Whiie the onset, dllration, and effects of the Lictle Ice Age varied from region

to region, the irnpact of a cooler climate reached its peak in many regions in the

mid-seventeenth century, helping to spark what scholars term the General Crisis.

Much of China, Europe, and North America experienced recorcl or near-record

cold winters during this period. Regions near the equator in the tropics and South-
ern Hemisphere also experienced extreme conditions and irregular rainfall, result-

ing, for instance, in the growth of the Sahara Desert. Wet, cold summers reducecl

harwests dramatically in Europe, while severe droughts ruined crops in many other
regions, especially China, which suflered its worst years of drought in the previous

fìve centuries between 1.637 and 1641. Difiìcult weather conditions accentuatecl

other stresses in societies, leading to widespread famines, epidemics, uprisings, and

wars in which millions perishecl. Eurasia did not escape lightly from these stresses:

the collapse of the Ming dynasty in China, nearþ constant warfare in Europe, and

civil war in Mughal India all occurred in the context of the General Crisis, which
only fuliy subsided when more favorable weâther patterns returned in the eigh-

teenth century.
Nor were the Americas, alreacly devastated by the Great Dying, spared the suÊ

fering that accompanied the Little Ice Age and the General Crisis of the seven-

teenth century. In central Mexico, heartland of the Aztec Empire and the center of
Spanish colonial rule in the area, severe clrought in the five years after 1639 sent the

price of maize skyrocketing, left granaries empry and many people without water,

and prompted an unsuccessful plot to declare Mexico's independence from Spain.

You need to know
examples of the
effects of environ-
mental events on
human history.
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Continuing drought years in the decades that followed witnessed repeated public
processions of the statue of Our Lady of Guadalupe, who had gained a reputation
for producing rain. The Caribbean region during the 1640s experienced the oppo-
site condition-torrential rains that accompanied more frequent El Niño weather
patterns-which provided icleal conditions for the breeding of mosquitoes that
carried both yellow fever and malaria. A Maya chronicle for 1648 noted, "There
was bioody vomit and we began to die."e

Like the Great l)ying, the General Crisis reminds us thât climate often plays

an important role in shaping human history. But it also remincls us thât human
âcdviry-the importation of deadly diseases to the Americas, in this case-nray
also help shape the climate, and that this has been true long before the twenry-first
century.

The Columbían Exchønge

In sharply diminishing the population of the Americas, the Great Dying and the
impact of the Little Ice Age created an acute labor shortage and certainly did make
roorn for immigrant newcoûrers, both colonizing Europeans and enslaved Africans.
Over the several centuries of the coionial era and beyond, various cornbinations of
indigenous, European, and African peoples created entirely new societies in the

Arnericas, largely replacing the many ancl varied cultures that had flourishecl before
1492. To those colonial societies, Europeans and Africans brought not only their
germs and their people but also their
plants and animals. -Wheat, 

rice,
slrgarcane, grapes, and many garden

vegetables and fruits, as well as

numeroLls weeds, took hold in the

Americas, where they transformecl

the landscape and made possible a

recognizably European diet and way
of life. Even rnore revolutionary wele
their animals-horses, pigs, cattle,
goats, sheep-all of which were
new to the ,\mericas and multiplied
spectacularly in an environnlent
largely free of natural predators. These

domesticated animals made possible

the ranching economies and cowboy
cultures of both North and South
America. Horses also transformed
nrrny Native Anrericrn societies.

pârticuiarly in the North American
'West 

as settlecl farming peoples such

Be sure you know
the definition of
the Columbian
exchange and its
global economic,
environmental, and

cultural effects.

Disease and Death among the Aztecs
Smallpox, which accompanied the Spanísh to the Americas, devastated native populations.

This image, drawn by an Aztec artisr and contained in the sixteenth-cenTury Florent¡ne Codex,

illuslrates the impact of the disease in lVesoamerica. (Privare Collect¡on/Peter Newark Amer¡can

P¡ctures/Br¡dqeman lmaqes)

",\
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Guided Reading

Question

as the Pawnee abandoned their fields to hunt bison frorn horseback. In the process,

women lost much of their earlier role as foocl proclucers as a male-dominated hunt-
ing ancl warrior culture emergecl. Both environmentally and socially, these changes

were nothing less than revolutionary.
In the other clirection, American foocl crops such as corn, potatoes, and cassava

spread widely in the Eastern Hemisphere, where they provided the nutritional
founclation for the immense population growth that became everywhere a hall-
mark of the modern era. In Europe, calories derived fìom corn ancl potatoes helped

push human numbers frorn some 60 million in 1400 to 390 million in 1900. Those

Amerindian crops later provided cheap and reasonably nutritious food for rnillions
of industrial workers. Potatoes, especially, allowecl Ireland's popr-rlation to grow
enormously and then condemned many of the Irish to starvâtion or enrigratiorl

when an airborne fungr"rs, also lrom the Americas, destroyed the crop in the n-rid-

nineteenth centuly. In China, corn, peanllts, and especially sweet potatoes supple-

rnentecl the traditional rice ancl wheat to sustain China's modern population explo-
sion. By the early twentieth centuly, food plants of An:Lerican origin represented

about 20 percent of total Chinese fbocl procluction. In Africa, col:n took hold quickly
and was usecl as a cheap foocl for the human cârgoes of the tr:ansatlantic trâde.

Scholars have speculated that corn, together with peanuts and cassava, unclerwrote

some of Africa's population growth and partially offset the population drain of the

slave trade.

Beyoncl foocl crops, American stimulants such as tobacco and chocolate were

soon used around the world. tsy the seventeenth century, how-to manuals instructed

Chinese users on smoking techniques, and tobacco hacl become, in the words of
one enanored Chinese poet, "the gentleman's conrpanion, it walms my heart and

leaves my mouth Geling like a divine furnace."l(' Tea fi'om China ancl coffee fi'orl
the Islamic world also spread globally, contributing to this worldwide biological
exchange. Never before in human hiscory hacl such a large-scale and consequential

cliffusion of plants and animals operated to remake the biological environment of
the planet.

Furthermore, the societies that developed within the American colonies drove

the processes of globalization and reshapecl the worlcl economy of the early modern
era (see Chapter 1.4 for a rnore extended treatment). The silver mines of Mexico
and Peru fueled both transatlantic and transpacific commerce, encollraged Spain's

unsuccessful effort to clominate Europe, and enablecl Europeans to br-ry the Chinese

tea, silk, and porcelain that they valued so highly. The plantation owners of the

tropical lowland regions neecled workers ancl found them by the millions in Africa.

The Atlantic slave trade, which brought these workers to the colonies, ancl the

sugar and cotton tracle, which clistributed the fi'urits of their labor abroad, created a

lasting link among Africa, Europe, and the Americas, while scattering peoples of
Afiican origin throughout the'Western Hemisphere.

This enormous network of communication, migration, trade, disease, and the
tr¿ìnsfer of plants and animals, all generatecl by European colonial empires in the

i;i.l i ì li'r i,lr'i i:

What large-scale trans-

formations did European

empires generate?

Make a chart of
places in Africa,
Asia, and Europe,

and list the Ameri-
can plants that had
a major impact.
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Americas, has been dubbed the "Columbian exchange." It gave rise to something
wholly new in wor'ld history: an interacting Atlantic world connecting four con-
tinents. Millions of years ago, the Eastern and'W'estern hernispheres had physically

drifted apart, and, ecologically speaking, they had remained largely âpart. Now
these two "olcl worlds" were joined, increasingly creating a single biological regime,

a "new worlcl" of global dimensions.

The long-tern benefìts of this Atlantic network were very unequally clistrib-
uted. 'Western Europeans were clearly the dominant players in the Atlantic world,
and their societies reapecl the greatest rewards. Mountains of new information
flooded into Europe, shaking up conventional understanclings of the world and

contributing to a revolutionary new way of thinking known âs the Scientific Rev-
olution. The wealth of the colonies-precious metals, natural resources, new food
crops, slave labol:, fìnancial profits, colonial markets-provided one of the founda-
tions on which Europe's Inclustrial Revolution was built. The colonies also pro-
vided an outlet for the rapidly growing population of European societies and rep-
resented an enormous extension of Er-rropean civilization. In short, the colonial
empires of the Americas greatiy facilitatecl a changing global balance of power,
which now thrlrst the previously marginal'Western Europeans into an increasingly

central and corlmanding r:ole on the world stage. "Without a New'World to deliver

economic balance in the Old," concluded a prominent worlcl historian, "Europe

would have rernained inferior, as ever, in wealth and power, to the great cllliza-
tions of Asia. "I I

E@
Take notes on this
very important
explanation of some

long-term effects
of the Columbian

exchange.

Comparing Colonial Societies in the Americas
'What 

the Europeans had encountered across the Atlantic was another "oid world,"
but their actions surely gave rise to a "new world" in the ,\mericas. Their colonial
empires-Spanish, Portuguese, British, and French alike-did not simply conqlrer
and govern established societies, but rather generated wholly new societies, born of
the decimation of Native American populations and the introduction of European

and Afi'ican peoples, cultures, plants, and animals.

Furthennore, all the European rulers of these empires viewed their realms

through the lens of the prevailing economic theory known as mercantilism. This
view held that Eur:opean governrnents selvecl their countries' economic interests

best by encouraging exports and accumulating bullion (precious metals such as sil-
ver and gold), believed to be the source of national prosperity. In this scheme of
things, colonies provided closed markets for the manufactured goods of the "mother
country" and, if they were lucky, supplied great quantities of bullion as well. Mer-
cantilist thinking thus fueled European wars ancl colonial rivalries around the worid
in the early modern era. Particularly in Spanish America, however, it was a theory
largely ignored or evaded in practice. Spain had few manufactured goods to sell,

and piracy ancl smuggling allowed Spanish colonists to exchange goods with Spain's

rivals.

Make a chart of
similarities and dif-
ferences between
European colonial
rule in the Carib-

bean and North
America and Euro-

pean colonial rule
in South America.
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But variations across the immense colonial world of the Western Hemisphere
were at least as noticeable as these similarities. Some clifferences grew out of the

societies of the colonizing power, such as the contrast between a semi-feudal and

Catholic Spain and a more rapidly changing Protestant England. The kind of econ-
omy established in particular regions-settler-dominated agriculture, slave-based

plantations, ranching, or mining-likewise influenced their cleveÌopment. So too
did the character of the Native American cultures-the lrrore densely populatecl
and urbanized Mesoamerican and Andean civilizations differed greatly from the

more sparsely populated rural villages olNorth America, for example.
Furthermore, wonren and men often experienced colonial intrusion in quite

distinct ways. Beyoncl the common burclens of violent conquest, epiclemic disease,

ancl coerced labor, both Native American and enslaved African women had to cope

with the adclitional demands made on them as females. Conquest was often acco11l-

panied by the transfèr of women to the new colonial rulers. Cortés, for example,

marked his alliance with the city of Tlaxcala (t1ah-SKAH-lah) against the Aztecs

by an exchange of gifts in which he receivecl hundreds of female slaves anci eight
claughters of elite Tlaxcalan families, whorn he distriburted to his soldiers. And he

commanded the Aztec ruler: "You are to deliver women with light skins, corn,
chicken, eggs, and tortillas."12

Soon after conquest, many Spanish men married elite native wolrren. It was a

long-stancling practice in Amerindian societies and was encouraged by both Span-

ish and incligenous male authoricies as a rneans of cementing their new relationship.
It was aiso advantageous for some of the women involvecl. One of Aztec emperor
Moctezuma's daughters, who was mistress to Cortés and eventually married several

other Spaniards, wound urp with tire largest landed estate in the valley of Mexico.
Below this elite level of interactiolr, however, far more wonel1 experienceci sexual

violence ancl abuse. Rape accompanieci conquest in many places, and dependent or
enslaved women working under the control of European men frequently found
themselves requirecl to perform sexual services. This was tragedy and humiliation
for native and enslavecl men as wel1, for they were unable to protect their women
from such abuse. Such variations in culture, policy, economy, and gender €lener-
ated quite clifferent colonial societies in several major regions of the Americas.

Guided Reading
Question

In the Lands of the Aztecs ønd the Incas

The Spanish conquest of the Aztec and Inca empires in the early sixteenth century
gave Spain access to the most wealthy, urbanizecl, and clensely populatecl regions of
the 

.Western 
Hemìsphere. 'Within 

a centuly ancl well before the Br:itish had even

begun their colonizing efforts in North Anerica, the Spanish in Mexico ancl Peru

had establisired nearly a dozen major cicies; several impressive universities; hundreds

of cathedrals, churches, and missions; an elaborate administrative bureaucracy; and

a network of regulated international corlnerce.
The economic for-rnclation for this emerging colonial society lay in commercial

agricultur:e, much of it on large rural estates, and in silver ar-rc1 gold mining. In both

fiÌ '. i l,'i: irii'
What was the economic

foundation of colonial rule

in Mexico and Peru? How

did it shape the kinds of
societies that arose there?

Remember these
examples of how
Amerindian women
were treated by

both native men
and Ëuropeans after
European conquest.
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cases, native peoples, rather thân African slaves or European workers, provided most

of the labor, despite their much-diminished numbers. ,\lmost everywhere it was

forced labor, often directly required by colonial authorities. In a lega1 system known
as encomienda, the Spanish Crown granted to particular Spanish settiers a number of
local native people from whom they could require labor, gold, or agricultural pro-
duce and to whom they owed "protection" and instruction in the Christian faith.

It turned into an exploitative regime not far removed fi'om slavery and was replaced

by a sinrilar system, repartimiento, with slightly more control by the Crown and

Spanish oftìcials. By the seventeenth century, the hacienda system had taken shape

by which the owners of large estates directly employed native workers. With low
wages, high taxes, and large debts to the landowners, the peons who worked these

estates enjoyed httle control over their lives or their livelihood.
On this economic base, a distinctive social order grew up, replicating sorne-

The encomienda
system is a "must
know" term for the
AP@ exam.

thing of the Spanish class and gender hierarchy

while accommodating the racially and culturally
different Indians and Africans as well as grow-
ing numbers of racially mixed people. ,\t the

top of this colonial society were the rnale Span-

ish settlers, who were politically and economi-
cally dominant and seeking to become a landed

aristocracy. One Spanish ofiìcial commented in
1619: "The Spaniards, from the able and rich
to the humble and poor, all hold themselves to
be lords ancl will not selve [do manual labor]."13

Politically, they increasingly saw themselves not
as colonials, but as residents of a Spanish king-
dom, subject to the Spanish monarch, yet sepa-

rate and distinct from Spain itself and deserwing

of a large measure of selÊgovernment. There-
fore, they chafed under the heavy bureaucratic
restrictions imposed by the Crown. "I obey but
I do not enforce" was a slogan that reflected

local authorities' resistance to orders from Spain.

But the Spanish minority, never more than

20 percent of the population, was itself a divided
communiry. Descendants of the original con-
quistadores sought to protect their privileges

against immigrant newcomers; Spaniards born
in the Ameri cas (creoles) resented the pretensions

to snperioriry of those born in Spaín Qtenirtsu-

lares); landowning Spaniards felt threatened by
the growing wealth of corrrmercial and mercan-

tile groups practicing less prestigious occupations.

Spanish missionaries and church authorities

ßacial Mixíng in Colonial Mexico
Thls eìghteenth-century painting by the famous Zapotec art¡st lViguel Cabrera

shows a Spanish man, a nest¡zawoman, and their child, who was labeled as

castiza. By lhe twentieth century, such mixed-race people represenled the majority

ofthe population of Mexico, and cultural blending had become a central feature

of the country's identity, (lVuseo de América, lMadrid, Spain/Bridgeman lmaget

AP@ EXAM TIP
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were often sharply critical of how these settlers treated native peoples. 'While Span-

ish women shared the racial privileges of their husbands, they were clearly subordi-
nate in gender terms, unable to hoid public ofiìce ancl viewecl as weak and in neecl

of male protection. I3ut they wel:e also regardecl as the "bearers of civilization," and

through their capacity to produce legitir-nate children, they were the essential link
for transmicting r-nale wealth, honor, and status to future generations. This required
strict control of their sexuality ancl a continuation of the Iberian obsession with
"purity of bloocl." In Spain, that concern had focused on potential liaisons with
Jews and Muslims; in the coloiries, the alleged threat to female virtr"re derivecl fiom
Native Arnerican and Afì'ican men.

From a rnale viewpoint, the problem with Spanish women was that there were
very few of them. This demographic fact led to the most clistinctive feature of these

new colonial societies in Mexico and Peru-the emergence of a mestizo (mehs-
TEE-zoh), or mixed-race, population, initially the procluct of unions between
Spanish men and Indian worren. Rooted in the sexual illbalance among Spanish

imrligrants (seven men to one wolnân in early colonial Peru, for example), the
emergence of a mestizo population was facilitated by the desire of many surwiving
Inclian woûren for the relative security of life in a Spanish household, where they
ancl their children woulcl not be subject to the abuse and harsh demands made on
native peoples. Over the 300 years of the colonial erå, nestizo numbers grew sub-
stantially, becoming the majoriry of the population in Mexico sornetine cltiring the

nineteenth century. Sr-rch mixed-race people were clivided into clozens of separate

groups known as r.ast(ls (castes), based on their racial heritage ancl skin color.
Mestizos were largely Hispanic in culture, but Spaniards looked clown on them

during much of the colonial era, regarding them as illegitimate, for many were not
born of rrproper" marriages. Despite this attitucle, their growing numbers and the
economic usefulness of their men âs artisans, clerks, superwisors of labor gangs, and

lower-ievel offìcials in both church ancl state bureaucracies lecl to their recognition
as a clistinct social group. IV[estizas, wonren of mixed racial background, worked
as domestic servânts or in their husbancls' shops, wove cloth, and manufactured

candles and cigars, in addition to perforning domestic cluties. A few became quite
wealthy. An illiterate mestiza named Mencia Perez marriecl successively t\ /o reâ-

sonably well-to-do Spanish men ancl upon their deaths took over their businesses,

becoming in her own right a very rich womân by the 1590s. At that point, no one

would have referred to her as a mestiza.l4 Particularly in Mexico, mestizo identiry
blurred the sense of sharp racial dilïerence between Spanish and Indian peoples and

became a major element in the identity of modern Mexico.
At the bottom of Mexican ancl Peruvian colonial societies were the indigenous

peoples, known to Er-rropeans as "Inclians." Traumatized by the Gr:eat Dying, they
were subject to gl'oss abuse and exploitation as the primary labor force for the mines

and estates of the Spanish Empire and were required to rencler tribute payments

to their Spanish overlords. Their empires clismantled by Spanish conquest, their
religions attacked by Spanish rnissionaries, ancl their clirninishecl numbers forcibly

It is important to
remember that
"politics" is more

than just govern-

ment-it's about
who is in power
in societies and
relationships.

Look back at other
empires in history.
How were non-
elites treated?
Compare these
examples from Latin
America with others
you've read about.
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relocated into lar:ger settlements, many Indians gravitated towarcl the world of their
conquerors. Many learned Spanish; converted to Christianity; moved to cities to
work for- wages; ate the meat of cows, chickens, ancl pigs; tised plows and draft
animals rather than traditional digging sticks; and took their many grievances to
Spanish colrrts. Indian women enclured some distinctive conclitions as Spanish legal

codes generally defined them as minors rather thân responsible adults. As those codes

took hold, Indian wollren were increasingly excluded from the courts or repre-
sented by their menfolk. This made it more difÍìcult to maintain female properry
rights. In 1804, for example, a Maya legal petition identified eight r-nen and ten
women from a particlllar family as owners of a piece of land, but the Spanish trans-
lation omittecl the women's names altogether.rs

But much that was incligenous persisted. At the local level, Indian male authori-
ties retained a measure of autonomy, ancl traditional markets operated regularly.
Both Andean and Maya wolnen continued to leave personal properry to their female

descenclants. Maize, beans, and squash persisted as the major elements of Indian
diets in Mexico. Christian saints in many places blendecl easily with specialized

indigenous gods, while belief in magic, folk medicine, and communion with the
dead remained strong. Memories of the past also endured. The Tupac Amaru revolt
in Peru clr-rring 1780-1781 was made in the name of the last indepenclent Inca
emperor. In that revolt, the wife of the leacler, Micaela Bastidas, was referred to as

La Coya, the female Inca, evoking the parallel hierarchies of male and female ofiì-
cials who had earlier governed the Inca Empire (see Chapter 12, pages 528-29).

Thus Spaniarcls, mestizos, and Inclians represented the major social categories

in the colonial lands of what had been the Inca and Aztec empires, while Afiican
slaves and fi'eemen were less nulr. erolls than elsewhere in the Americas. Despite the

sharp divisions arrrong these groups, some movelxent was possible. Inclians who
acquired an education, wealth, and some European culture might "pass" as mes-

tizo. Likewise, nore fbrtunate mestizo families might be accepted as Spaniarcls over
time. Colonial Spanish America was a vast laboratory of ethnic mixing and cultural
change. It was dominatecl by Europeans, to be sure, but with a rather more fluid
and culturally blended sociery than in the racially rigid colonies of British North
America.

Coloníes of Sugar

Another ancl quite dillerent kind of colonial society emerged in the iowland areas

of Braz1l, ruled by Portugal, and in the Spanish, British, French, and Dutch colo-
nies in the Caribbean. These regiot-ts lacked the great civilizations of Mexico and

Peru. Nor dicl they pr:ovide much mineral wealth until the Brazilian golcl rush of
the 1690s and the discovery of diamoncls a little later. Still, Europeans found a very
profitable substitute in sugar, which was much in demand in Europe, where it was

used as a medicine, a spice, a sweetener, a preservative, and in sculptured forms as

a decoration that indicated irigh status. Although commercial agriculture in the

It is essential that
you read and under-
stand this section
on Latin American
sugar colonies.
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Guided Reading
Question

Spanish Empire served a domestic market in its towns and mining camps, these

sugar-based colonies produced almost exclusively for export, while importing their
food and other necessities.

Large-scale sugar production had been pioneered by Arabs, who had intro-
duced it in the Mediterraneân. Europeans learned the technique and transGrrecl it
to their Atlantic island possessions and then to the Americas. For a century (1 570-
1670), Portuguese planters along the northeast coast of llrazil dominated the world
market for sr-rgar. Then the British, French, and Dutch turnecl their Caribbean ter-
ritories into highly productive sugar-producing colonies, breaking the Portu¡5uese

and Brazilian rnonopoly.
Sugar decisively transfor:med Brazil ancl the Caribbean. Its production, which

involved both growing the sugarcane and processing it into usable sugar, was very
labor-intensive and could most profitably occur in a large-scale, almost inclustrial
setting. It was perhaps the first modern industry in that it produced for an interna-
tional and rnass market, using capital and expertise from Europe, with procL-rction

facilities located in the Americas. However, its most characteristic feature-the
massive use of slave labor-was a1r ancient practice. In the absence of a Native
American population, which had been almost totally wiped out in the Caribbean
or had fled inland in Brazil, European sugarcane planters turned to Africa and the
Atlantic slave trade for an alternative workforce. The vast majority of the African
captives transported across the Atlantic, some 80 percent or ûìore, ended up in
Brazil and the Caribbean. (See Chapter 1.4for a more extensive description of the

Atlantic slave trade.)

Slaves worked on sugar-proclucing estates in horrendous conditions. The heat

and fire from the cauldrons, which turned raw srlgarcane into crystallized sugar,

rerninded many visitors of scenes from Hel1. These conditions, combined with
clisease, generatecl a high death râte, perhaps 5 to 10 percent peryear, which required

plantation owners to constantly import fresh slaves. AJesuit observer in 1580 aptly
summarized the situation: "The work is great and nany die."r6

More male slaves than Gmale slaves were imported from Africa into the sugar

economies of the Americas, leading to major and persistent gender imbalances.

Nonetheless, female slaves dicl play clistinctive roles in these societies. 'Women

made up about half of the field gangs that did the heavy work of planting and har-

vesting sugarcane. llhey were subject to the same brutal punishments and received

the same rations as their male counterpârts, though they were seldom permitted
to unclertake the more skilled labor inside the sugar mills. Women who worked in
urban areas, mostly for white female owners, did domestic chores and were often
hired out as laborers in various homes, shops, lar"rndries, inns, ancl brothels. Dis-
couraged from establishing stable families, women had to endure, often alone, the

wrenching separation from their children that occurrecl when they were sold. Mary
Prince, a Caribbean slave who wrote a brief account of her life, recalled the pain of
families torn apart: "The great God above alone knows the thoughts of the poor
slave's heart, ancl the bitter pains which follow such separations as these. All that we
love taken away from us-oh, it is sad, sad! and sore to be borne!"17

r$ i I lh¡l'¡iiÌirri.1þ,

How did the plantation

societies of Brazil and the

Caribbean differ from those

of southern colonies in Brit-

ish North America?

After reading these
paragraphs, return
to Chapter 5 (page

204) and compare
Latin American
slavery to that of
earlier eras.
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The extensive use of African slave labor gave these plantation colonies a very
different ethnic and racial makeup than that of highland Spanish America, as the
Snapshot on page 570 indicates. Thus, after three centuries ofcolonial rule, a sub-
stantiâl majoriry of Brazil's population was either partially or wholly of African
descent. In the French Caribbean coiony of Haiti in 1790, the corresponding figure
was 93 percent.

As in Spanish America, a considerable amount of racial mixing took place in
Brazil. Cross-racial unions accounted for only about 10 percent of all marriages in
Braztl, but the use of concubines and inforrnal liaisons among Indians, ,\fricans, and
Portuguese produced a substantial mixed-race population. From their ranks derived
much of the urban skilled workforce and many of the superwisors in the sugar

industry. Mulattoes, the product of Portuguese-African unions, predominated, but
as many as forry separate and named groups, each indicating a different racial mix-
tnre, emerged in colonial Brazil.

The plantation complex of the Americas, based on African slavery, extended
beyond the Caribbean and Brazil to encompâss the southern colonies of British
North America, where tobacco, cotton, rice, and indigo were major crops, but the

social ouccomes of these plantation colonies were quite different from those farther
south. Because European women had joined the colonial migration to North

Plantation Life
in the Caribbean

This painting from 1823 shows

the use of sìave labor on a

plantation in Antigua, a British-

ruled island in the Caribbean.

Notice the overseer with a

whip supervising the tilling
and planting of the field.
(Breaking Up the Land, from Ien
Views in the lsland of Antigua,

1823, color engraving by William

Clark lfl. 1823]/British Library, Lon-

don, UK/O British Library Board.

All Rights Reserved/Brìdgeman

lmage$

Compare slavery in
Latin America and
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North America.
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SNAPSHOT Ethnic Composition of Colonial Societies
in Latin America (t82S)'t

Highland Spanish America Portuguese America (Brazil)

Europeans 1 8.2 percent 23.4 percent

Mixed-race 28.3 percent 1 7,8 percent

Africans 1 1 .9 percent 49.8 percent

Native Americans 41.7 percent 9.1 percent

,\merica at an early date, these colonies experienced less racial mixing and certainly

demonstrated less willingness to recognize the offspring of such unions and accord

them a place in sociery. A sharply defìned racial system (with black Africans, "red"
Native Americans, and white Europeans) evolved in North America, whereas

both Portuguese and Spanish colonies acknowledged a wide variery of mixed-race
groups.

Slavery too was different in North America than in the sugar colonies. By 1750

or so, slaves in what became the United States proved able to reproduce them-
selves, and by the time of the Civil'War almost all North,tmerican slaves had been

born in the New World. That was never the case in Latin ,\merica, where large-

scale importation of new slaves continued well into the nineteenth century. None-
theless, many more slaves were voluntadly set free by their owners in Brazil than in
North America, and free blacks and mulattoes in Brazil had nr.ore economic oppor-
tunities than did their counterparts in the United States. At least a few among them
found positions as political leaders, scholars, musicians, writers, and artists. Some

were even hired as slave catchers.

Does this mean, then, that racism was absent in colonial Btazll? Certainly not,
but it was different from racism in North America. For one thing, in North Âmer-
rca, any African ancestry, no matter how small or distant, made a person "black";
ínBrazll, a person of African and non-African ancestry was considered not black,

but some other mixed-race category. Racial prejudice surely persisted, for white
characteristics were prized more highly than black features, and people regarded as

white had enormously greater privileges and opportunities than others. Neverthe-
less, skin color in Bruzt| and in Latin America generally, was only one criterion of
class status, and the perception of color changed with the educational or economic

standing of individuals. A light-skinned mulatto who had acquired some wealth or
education might well pass as a white. One curious visitor to Brazil was surprised to
find a darker-skinned man serving as a local ofiìcial. "Isn't the governor a mulatto?"
inquired the visitor. "He was, but he isn't any more," was the reply. "How can a
governor be a mulatto?"le
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Settler Coloníes ín North Amerícø

Yet another distinctive type of colonial society emerged in the northern British
colonies of New England, New York, and Pennsylvania. Because the British were
the last of the European powers to establish a colonial presence in the Americas, a

full century after Spain, they found that "only the dregs we¡s lsft.":rt The lands they
acquired were widely regarded in Europe as the unpronising leftovers of the New
'World, lacking the obvious wealth and sophisticated cultures of the Spanish posses-

sions. lJntil at least the eighteenth century, these British colonies renained far less

prominent on the world stage than those of Spain or Portugal.
The British settlers came from a more rapidly changing sociery than did those

fiom an arclently Catholic, semi-feudal, authoritarian Spain. When Britain launchecl
its colonial ventures in the seventeenth centluy, it had already experienced consid-
erable conflict between Catholics and Protestants, the rise of a merchant capitalist
class distinct from the nobility, and the eÍnergence of Parliament as a check on the
authoriry of kings. Althor"rgh they brought murch of their English culture with them,
many of the British settlers-Puritans in Massachusetts ancl Quakers in Pennsylva-
nia, for example-sought to escape aspects of an old European society rather thân
to re-create it, as was the case for most Spanish ancl Portuguese colonists. The easy

availabiliry ofland and the outsider status ofmany British settiers rnade it even more
diffjcult to follow the Spanish or Portuguese colonial pattern of sharp class hierar-
chies, large rural estates, and dependent laborers.

Thus men in Puritan New England became independent heads of family farms,
a world away from O1d England, where nost land was owned by nobles and gentry
and worked by serwants, tenants, ancl paid laborers. But if men escaped the class

restrictions of the oid colu1tly, women were less able to avoid its gender limitations.
'While Puritan Christianiry extolled the family and a woman's role as wife and
mother, it reinforced largely unlirnited male authoriry. "Since he is thy Husband,"
declared Boston minister Benjarnin Wadsworth in 1712 to the colony's women,
"Gocl has macle him the Head ancl set him above thee."2r 'Women were prosecuted
for the crime of "fornication" far more often than their male companions; the
inheritance of claughters was substantially less than that of sons; few girls attended
school; ancl while women were the majority of church members, they could never
become ministers.

Furthermore, British settlers were far more nuÍnerous than their Spanish coun-
terparts, outnumbering them five to one by 1750. This dispariry was the most obvi-
ous distinguishing feature of the New England and middie Atlantic colonies. By the
time of the American Revolution, some 90 percent or nore of these colonies'
populations were Europeans. Devastating diseases and a highly aggressive rnilitary
policy had largely cleared the colonies of Native Americans, and their numbers,
which were far smaller to start with than those of their Mesoamerican and Andean
counterparts, dicl not rebound in subsequent centuries as they did in the lands of the
,tztecs and the Incas. Moreover, slaves were not needed in an agricultural economy
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dominated by numerous small-scale independent farllers working their own iand,

although elite families, especially in urban areas, solnetimes employed household

slaves. These were almost pure settler colonies, without the racial mixing that was

so prominent in Spanish and Portuguese territories.

Other differences likewise emerged. A largely Protestant Englancl was far less

interested in spreading Christianity among the remaining native peoples than were

the large and well-funded missionary societies of Catholic Spain. Although religion

loomed large in the North American colonies, the church and coloniai state were

not so intimately connected as they were in Latin America. The Protestant empha-

sis on reading the Bible for oneself led to a much greater mass literacy than in Latin
America, where three centuries of church education stil1 left some 95 percent of the

population illiterate at indepenclence. By contrast, well over 75 percent ol white

males in British North Aner:ica were literate by the 1770s, although women's lit-
eracy rates were somewhat lower. Furthermore, British settler colonies evolved

traclitions of local self-government lrore extensively than in Latin America. Prefer-

ring to rely on joint stock companies or weaithy individuals operating r-rnder a royal
charter, Britain had nothing resembling the elaborate imperial bureaucracy that gov-
erned Spanish colonies. For much of the seventeenth centL1ry, a prolonged power

struggle between the English king and Parliament rneallt that the British govern-
ment paid little attention to the internal affairs of the colonies. Therefore, elected

colonial assemblies, seeing therlselves as little parliaments defending "the rights of
Englishmen," vigorously contestecl the prerogatives of royal governors sent to
administer their afrairs.

The grancl irony of the modern history of the Americas lay in the reversal of
long-establishecl relationships between the northern and southern continents. For
thousands of years, the major centers of wealth, power, commerce, and innovation
lay in Mesoamerica ancl the Andes. That pattern continued for much of the colonial

Take notes on this
discussion of the
reversal of relation-
ships between the
northern and south-
ern continents.

era, as the Spanish and Portuguese colonies seemed far nore
prosperous ancl successful than their British or Ftench coLlnter-

parts in North America. In the nineteeuch and twentieth cen-

turies, however, the balance shifted. What had once been the
"clregs" of the colonial world becatne the Unitecl States, more

politically stable, more democratic, more economically suc-

cessful, and more internationally powerful than a divided,

unstable, and much less prosperous Latin Americ¡.

The Steppes and Siberia:
The Making of a Russian Empire
At the same tilrre as 

'Western Europeans were building their empires in the Ameri-
cas, the Russian Empire, which subsequently became the world's largest state, was

beginning to take shape. When Columbus crossecl the Atlantic, a srlall Russian

ln what ways m¡ght European empire
building in the Americas be understood
as a single phenomenon? And in what
respects should it be viewed as a set of
distinct and separate processes?
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state centered on the ciry of Moscow was emerging from two centuries of Mongol
rule. That state soon conquered a number of neighboring Russian-speaking cities
and incorporated them into its expanding territory. Locatecl on the remote, cold,
and heavily forested eastern fringe of Christendom, it was perhaps an unlikely can-
didate for constructing one of rhe greât empires of the modern era. And yet, over
the next three centuries, it did precisely that, extending Russian domination over
the vast tundra, forests, and grasslands of northern Asia that lay to the south and east

of Moscow, all the way to the Pacific ocean. Furthermore, Russians also expancled
westward, bringing nlrmerous Poles, Germans, lJkrainians, Belorussians, and Baltic
peoples into the Russian Empire.

Russian attention was drawn first to the grasslands south and easr of the Russian
heartland, an area long inhabited by various norladic pastoral peoples, who were
organized into feuding tribes and clans and adjusting to the recent disappearance of
the Mongoi Empire. Fro'r rhe viewpoint of the emerging Russian stare, rhe prob-
lem was security because these pastoral peoples, like the Mongols before them,
frequently raided their agricuitural Russian neighbors and sold many inro slavery.
To the east, across the vast expanse of Siberia, Russian motives were quite differ-
ent, for the scattered peoples of its endless forests and tundra posed no threat to
Russia. Numbering oniy some 220,000 in the seventeenth century and speaking
more than 100 languages, they were mostly hunring, gathering, and herding people,
living in small-scale societies and largely without access to gunpowcler weapons.
what drew the Russians across Siberia was opporrunity-primariiy the "soft gold"
of fur-bearing animals, whose pelts were in great demand on the world market.

'W'hatever motives drove it, this enormous Russian Empire took shape in the
three centuries between 1500 and 1800 (see ly'rap 13.2). A growing iine of wooden
forts offered protection to frontier towns and trading centers as well as to mounting
numbers of Russian farmers. Empire building was an extended process, involving
the Russian state and its ofiìcials as well as a variety of private interests-merchants,
hunters, peasants, churchmen, exiles, criminals, and adventurers. For the Russian
migrants to these new eastern lands, the empire offered "economic and social
irnprovements over what they had known at home-fron more and better land to
fewer lords and oftìcials."22 Political leaders and educated Russians generally defined
the ernpire in grander terms: defending Russian frontiers; enhancing the power of
the Russian state; and bringing christianity, civilization, and enlightenmenr ro sâv-
ages. But what did that empire mean to those on its receiving end?

Guided Reading
Question

T DüSCRIPÏION

What motivated Russian

empire building?

The AP@ exam fre-
quently includes
questions about
empire building
throughout world
history. Note this
example of how
the Russian Empire
developed.

Experíencíng the Russían Empíre
First, of course, empire meant conquest. Although resistance was frequent, especially
from nomadic peoples, in the long run Russian rnilitary might, based in moclern
weaponly ancl the organizational capacity of a stare, brought both the steppes and
Siberia under Russian control. Everywhere Russian authorities demanded an oath
of allegiance by which native peopies swore "eternal submission to the grancl tsar,"
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Map 13.2 The Russian Empire

From its beginnings as a small principality under Mongol control, lVoscow became the center of a

vast Russian Empire during the early modern era.

the monarch of the Russian Empire. They also demanded yasaÞ, or "tribute," paid

in cash or in kind. In Siberia, this meant enormous quantities of furs, especialþ the

extremely valuable sable, which Siberian peoples were compelled to produce. As in

the Americas, devastating epidemics accompanied conquest, particularly in the

more remote regions of Siberia, where loca1 people had little immuniry to smallpox

or measles. '\lso accompanying conqllest was an intermittent pressure to convert to

Christianiry. Tax breaks, exemptions from paying tribute, and the promise of land

or cash provided incentives for conversion, while the destruction of many mosques

and the forced resettlement of Muslims added to the pressures. Yet the Russian state

did not pursue conversion with the single-minded intensity that Spanish âuthorities

exercised in Latin America, particularly if missionary activiry threatened political

and social stabiliry. The empress Catherine the Great, for example, established reli-

res levy taxes

and ¡nteract with
outside societ¡es.

I Muscory, 1462

! Russian expansion, 1462-1533

! Russian expansion, 1533-1598

ffi Russian expansion, 1598-1689

! Russian expansion' 1689-1795

Ø Rassian-occupied territory, 1644-1689
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gious tolerance for Muslims in the late eighteenth century and created a stâre agency
to oversce Muslinl effails.

The most profoundly transforming feature of the Russian Empire was rhe influx
of Russian settlers, whose numbers by the end of the eighteenth century had over-
whelmecl native peoples, giving their lancls a distinctively Russian characer. By
1720, some 700,000 Russians lived in Siberia, thus reclucing the native Siberians to
30 percent ofthe total population, a proporrion that dropped to 14 percent in rhe
nineteenth century. The loss of hunting grounds and pasturelands to Russian agri-
cultural settlers unclermined long-standing economies and rendered local people
clependent on Russian markets for grain, sugar, tea, tobacco, and alcohol. pressures

to encourâge pastoralists to abandon their nomaclic ways included the requirement
to pay fees and to obtain permission to cross agriculturai lands. I{azakh herders
respondecl with outrage: "The grass and the water belong ro Heaven, ancl why
should we pay any fee5f ":r Intermarriage, prostitution, and sexual abuse resukecl in
some mixed-race offspring, but these were generally absorbed as Russians rather
than identified as distinctive communities, as in Latin Anerica.

over the course of three centuries, both Siberia and the steppes were incorpo-
rated into the Russian stâte. Their native peoples were not driven into reservations
or eradicated as in the Americas. Many of them, though, were Rr-rssified, aclopting
the Russian language and converting to Christianity, even as their traditional ways
of life-hunting and hercling-were much disrupted. The Russian Empire repre-
sentecl the final triumph of an agrarian civilization over the hr-rnting societies of
Siberia and over the pastoral peoples ofthe grasslands.

Guided Reading
Questíon

ffi rljAN6r
How did the Russian Empire

transform the life of its con-

quered people and of the

Russian homeland itself?
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one of the histori-
cal thinking skills in
AP@ World History
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The Cossacks
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and other adventurers, Here the

sixteenth-century Cossack war-
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Russíans and Empíre

If the empire transformed the conquered peoples, it also fundamentally changed

Russia itself. 'Within an increasingly multiethnic empire, Russians diminished as a

proportion of the overall population, although they remained politically dominant.

Among the growing number of non-Russians in the empire, Slavic-speaking Ukrai-

nians and Belorussians predominatecl, whiie the vast territories of Siberia and the

steppes housed numerous sepârate peoples, but with quite small populations.2a The

wealth of empire-rich agricultural lands, valuable furs, mineral deposits-played

a major role in rnaking Russia one of the greât powers of Europe by the eighteenth

century, and it has enjoyed that position ever since.

Unlike its expansion to the east, Russia's westward movement occurred in the

context of military rivalries with the major powers of the region-the Ottoman

Empire, Poland, Sweden, Lithuania, Prussia, and ,\ustria. During the late seven-

teenrh and eighteenth centuries, Russia acquired substantial territories in the Baltic

region, Poland, and Ukraine. This contact with Europe aiso fostered an awareness

of Russia's backwardness relative to Europe and prompted an extensive program of
westernization, particularly under the leadership of Peter the Great (r.1689-1,725).

His massive efforts included vast administrative changes, the enlargement and mod-

ernization of Russian military forces, a new educational system for the sons of
noblemen, and dozens ofmanufacturing enterprises. Russian nobles were instructed

to dress in European styles and to shave their sacred and much-revered beards. The

newly created capital city of St. Petersburg was to be Russia's "window on the

West." One of Peter's successors, Catherine the Great þ. f762-1796), followed up

with further efforts to Europeanize Russian cultural and intellectual iife, viewing

herself as part of the European Enlightenment. Thus Russians were the first of
mâny peoples to measure themselves against the West and to mount major "catch-

up" efforts.
But this European-oriented and Christian state had also become an Asian power,

bumping up against China, India, Persia, and the Ottoman Empire. It was on the

front lines of the encounter between Christendom and the world of ts1am. This

straddling of Asia and Europe was the source of a long-standing identity problem

that has troubled educated Russians for 300 years. 'Was Russia a backward Euro-

peân country, destined to follow the lead of more highly developed'W'estern Euro-

pean societies? Or was it different, uniquely Slavic or even Asian, shaped by its
Mongol legacy and its status as an Asian power? It is a question that Russians have

not completely answered even in the twenty-fìrst century. Either way, the very size

of rhat empire, bordering on virtually all of the great agrarian civilizations of outer

Eurasia, turned Russia, like many empires before it, into a highly militarized stace,

"a society organized for continuous war," according to one scholar.25 It also rein-

forced the highly autocraric character of the Russian Empire because such a huge

state arguably required a powerful monarchy to hoid its vast domains and highly

diverse peoples together.

Russia's "western-
ization" process

in this-and the
next-era is a com-

mon topic on the
AP@ exam.
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clearþ, the Russians had created an empire, similar ro those of'w'estern Europe
in terms of conquest, settlement, exploitation, religious conversion, and feelings of
superioriry. Nonetheless, the Russians had acquired their empire under different
circumstances than did the western Europeans. The Spanish and the British had
conquered and colonized the New.W'orld, an ocean away andwholly unknown to
them before 1492. They acquired those empires only after establishing rhemselves
as distinct European states. The Russians, on the other hand, absorbed adjacent ter-
ritories, and they did so at the same time that a modern Russian state was taking
shape. "The British had an empire," wrote hisrorian Geoffrey Hosking. "Russia ¿uøs

an empire."26 Perhaps this helps explain the unique longeviry of the Russian Empire.
'w'hereas the Spanish, Porruguese, and British colonies in the Americas long ago
achieved independence, the Russian Empire remained intact until the collapse of
the Soviet Union in 1'99I. So thorough was Russian colonization that Siberia and
much of the steppes remain still an integral part of the Russian state.

Asian Empires
Even as'west Europeans.were building their empires in the Americas and the Rus-
sians were expanding across Siberia, other imperial projects were likewise under
way. The chinese pushed deep into cenrral Eurasia; Turko-Mongol invaders from
central Asia created the Mughal Empire, bringing much of Hindu South Asia
within a single Muslim-ruled political sysrem; and the otoman Empire brought
Muslim rule to a largely Christian population in southeastern Europe and Turkish
rule to largely Ârab populations in North Africa and the Middle East. None of
these empires had the global reach or worldwide impact of Europe's American
colonies; they were regional rather rhan global in scope. Nor did they have the
same devastating and transforming impact on their conquered peoples, for those
peoples were not being exposed ro new diseases. Nothing remotely approaching
the catastrophic population collapse of Native American peoples occurred in these
Asian empires. Moreover, the process of building these empires did not transform
the imperial homeland as fundamentally as did the wealth of the Americas and to a

lesser extent siberia for European imperial powers. Nonetheless, these expanding
Asian empires reflected the energies and vitality of their respective civilizations in
the earþ modern era, and they gave rise to profoundly important cross-cultural
encounters, with legacies that echoed for many centuries.

Møkíng Chína an Empíre
In the fifteenth century, china had declined an opportunity to consrruct a maritime
empire in the Indian ocean, as Zheng FIe's massive fleet was withdrawn and left
to wither away (see chapter 1.2, pages 507-9).In rhe sevenreenrh and eighteenrh
centuries, however, China built another kind of empire on its northern and west-
ern frontiers that vastþ enlarged the territorial size ofthe country and incorporated
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Guided Reading

Question

a number of non-Chinese peoples. Undertaking this enormous project of irnperial

expansion was China's Qing, or Manchu, dynasry $644-1'912)' Strangely enough,

the Qing dynasty was itself of foreign and nomadic origin, hailing from Manchuria,

north of the Great'Wall. Having conquered China, the Qing rulers sought to main-

tain their ethnic distinctiveness by forbidding intermarriage between themselves

and the Chinese. Nonetheless, their ruling elites also mastered the Chinese lan-

guage and Confucian teachings and used Chinese bureaucratic techniques to gov-

ern the empire. Perhaps because they were foreigners, Qing rulers went to great

lengths to reinforce traditional Confucian gender ro1es, honorin€5 lllen who were

loyal sons, oñìcials, and phiianthropists and women who clemonstrated loyalty to

their spouses by resisting rape or rernaining chaste as widows'

For many centuries, the Chinese had interacted with the nomaclic peoples, who

inhal¡ited the drry and lightly populated regions now kuown as Mongolia, Xinjiang,

a1c1 Tibet. Trade, tribute, and warfare ensured that these ecologic:rlly and culturally

different wor'lds were well known to each other, quite unlike the New'World
"discover:ies" of the Europeans. Chinese authority in the area had been itttcurrittent

and actively resistecl. Tiren, in the early trrodern era, Qing dynasty Chirra undettook

an eighty-year militarry effort (16t10-1760) that brought these huge regions solidly

uncler Chinese control. It was largely security concerns, rather than economic

need, that motivated this aggressive postllre. During the late seventeenth centllry, the

creation of a substantial state among the westetu Mongols, known as the Zr-rnghars,

revivecl Chinese ntemories of an earlier Mongol conquest. As in so many other

cases, Chinese expansioll was viewed as a defensive necessify. The eastward move-

menr of the Russian Empire likewise appeared potentially threatening, but this

$q ! ìlr5{ iili} ! ll1l,l

What were the distinctive

features of Chinese emPire

building in the early

modern era?

Chinese Conquests
in Central Asia
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danger was resolved dipiomatically, râther than militarily, in the Treaty ofNerchi¡sk
(1689), which marked the boundary berween Russia and China.

Although undertaken by the non-chinese Manchus, the eing dynasty ca'r-
paigns against the Mongols marked the evolution of China into a Cenrral Asian
empire. The chinese, however, have seldom thought of themselves as ân imperial
power. Rather, rhey spoke of the "unificarion" of the peoples of cenrral Eurasia
within a Chinese state. Nonetheless, historians have seen many simiiarities between
chinese expansion and other cases of early modern empire building, while noting
some clear differences as well.

clearly the Qing dynasty takeover of central Eurasia wâs a conquest, making
use of China's llrore powerful military technology and greater resources. Further-
nore, the area was ruled separately from the rest of China through a new ofiìce called
the Court of Colonial Affairs. Like other colonial powers, the Chinese made active
use of iocal notables-Mongol aristocrats, Muslin ofIìcials, Buddhist leaders-as
they attempted to govern the region as inexpensively as possible. Sometimes these
native ofiìcials abused their authority, cler-nanding extra taxes or labor service from
local people and thus earning their hostility. In places, those ollìcials imitated Chi-
nese ways by wearing peacock feathers, decorating their hats with gold buttons, or
adopting a Manchu hairstyle that was much resented by many chinese who were
forcecl to wear it.

More generally, however, Chinese or Qing ofÍìcials did not seek ro assimilate
locai people into chinese culture and showed considerable respect for the Mon-
golian, Tibetan, and Musiim cuhures of the region. people of noble rapk, Buddhist
monks, and those associated with monasteries were excused fi'otr the taxes and
labor service required of ordinary people. Nor was the
area flooded with Chinese settlers. In parts of Mongo-
lia, for example, Qing authorities sharply resrricred
the entry of Chinese merchants and other immigrants
in an effort to preserve the area as a source ofrecruit-
ment for the Chinese military. They Gared rhat the
"soft" and civilized Chinese ways might erode the
fighting spirit of the Mongols.

The long-term significance of this new Chinese
imperial state wâs tremendous. It greatly expanded
the territory of China ancl added a small but impol-
tant minority of non-Chinese people to the empire's
vast popuiation (see Map 13.3). The borclers of con-
tenporary China are essentially those created during
the Qing dynasty. Some of those peoples, parricu-
larly those in Tibet and Xinjiang, have rerained their
older identities and in recent decades have actively
sought greater autonomy or even independence from
China.
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You must know
features of the Qing
(Manchu) dynasty
for success on the
APo exam.

Map f 3.3 China's Qing Dynasty Empire
After many centuries of intermittent expansion lnto Central
Asia, the Qing dynasty brought this vast region firmly within
the Chinese empire.
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Even more inportant, Chinese conqllests, together with the expansion of the

Russian Empire, utterly transformed Central ,\sia. For centuries, that region had

been the cosmopolitan crossroads ofEurasia, hosting the Silk Road trading network,

welcoming all the major world reiigions, and generating an enduring encounter

between the nomads of the steppes ancl the farmers of settled agricultural regions'

Now uuder Russian or Chinese rule, it becar-ne the backward and impoverished

region known to nineteenth- and twentieth-century observers. Lancl-based com-

merce across Eurasia increasingiy took a backseat to oceânic tracle. Indebted Mon-

golian nobles lost their land to Chinese merchants, while nomacls, no longer abie

to herd their animals freely, fled to urban areas, where many were reduced to beg-

ging. The incorporation of inner Eurasia into the Russian and Chinese empires

"eliminated permanently as a major actor on the historical stage the nomadic pas-

toralists, who had been the strongest alcernative to settled agricultural sociery since

the second millennium B.c.¡."27 It was the end of a long era'

Guided Reading

Question

Muslíms ønil Híndus ín the Mughal Empíre

If rhe creation of a Chinese imperial state in the early modern era provokecl a final

clash of nomadic pastoralists and settlecl farmers, India's Mughal Empire hosted a

clifferent kind of encounter-a further phase in the long interaction of Islamic and

Hindu cultures in South .Asia. That empire was the product of Central Asian war-

riors, who were Muslims in religion anci Turkic in cultr-rre and who claimed clescent

from Chinggis Khan and Timur (see Chapters 11 and 12). Their brutal conquests

in rhe sixteenth century provicled India with a rare period of relative political uniry

(1526-1707), as Mughal emperors exercised a fiagile coutrol over a diverse and

fi'agmented subcontinent, which had long been divided into a bewildering variery

of small states, principalities, tribes, castes, sects, ancl echno-linguistic gl'otlps.

The central division within Mughal lndia was religiours. The ruling dynasty and

perhaps 20 percent of rhe population r,vere Muslims; nost of the rest practiced some

form of Hinduism. Mughal India's most famous emperor' Akbar (r. 1556-1605),

clearþ recognized this fundamental reality and acted cleliberately to accommodate

rhe Hindu majoriry. After conquering the warrior-based and Hindu Rajputs of
northwestern India, Akbar married several of their princesses but clid not require

them to convert to Islam. He incorporated a substantial nr-rmber of Hindus into the

political-military elite of the empire and supported the building of Hindu temples

as well âs mosques, palaces, ancl forts. (See Workingwith Evidence, Source 13.1,

page 590.) But Akbar acted to soften some Hindu restrictions on women, encour-

aging the remarriage of widows, discouraging child marriages ancl søfi (the practice

in which a widow followed her husband to death by throwing herself on his funeral

pyre), and persuading merchants to set aside special market days for wolnen so as to

moderate their sech-rsion in the home. NurJahan, the twentieth ancl favorite wife

of EnrperorJahangir (r. 1605-1627), was widely regarded as the power behind the

üfl r-til\N{ì[

How did Mughal attitudes

and policies toward Hindus

change from the time of

Akbar to that of Aurangzeb?

Develop comparison

skills by making a

chart of religious
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chapter.
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throne of her alcohol- and opiurn-addicted husband, givi'g aucliences ro
visiting dignitaries, consuking with ministers, and even having a coin issued
in her namc..

In clirectly religior-rs matrers, Akbar i'rposed a policy of toleratio',
cleliberately restraining the more militantly Islamic ulama (religior-rs schol-
ars) and removing the special tax (jizya) on non-Muslims. He consrructed
a special House of 

'worship 
where he presided over intellectual discussion

with representatives of many religions-Muslin, Hincû-r, Christian, Bud-
dhist,Jewish,Jain, ancl Zoroasrrian. His sonJahangir wrore proudly of his
father: "He associatecl with the good of every race and creed and persua-
sior. . . . The professors of various faiths had room in the broad expanse of
his incomparable sway."28 Akbar went so far as to creâte his own s¡ate cult,
a religious faith aimecl at the Mughal elite, drawing on Islam, Hincluism, The Mughal Empire
and Zoroastrianism and emphasizing loyalty to the elxperor himself. The
overall style of the Mr-rghal Empire was that of a blencled elite cukure in which both
Hindurs ancl various Muslin groups coulcl feel comfortable. Thus Persian ârtists ancl
writers were welcomed into the empire, and the Hinclu epic Ramaltal¡d was trans-
lated into Persian, while various Persian classics appearecl in Hincli and Sanskrit. In
short, ,\kbar ancl his immediate successors downplayed a clistinctly Islamic idenrity
for the Mr"rghal Empire in favor of a cosmopolitan and hybrid Indian-persian-
Turkic culture.

Such policies fosterecl sharp opposition among some Muslims. The philosopher
Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi (1564-1624), claiming ro be a "renewer" of authenric Islam
in his dme, strongly objected to rhis cultural synthesis. The worship of saints, the
sacr-ifice of animals, and support for Hindu religior-rs festivals all represented impure
intrusions of Sufi Islam or Hinduisln that neecled to be rooted out. In Sirhindi's
view, it was primarily women who had introduced these deviations: "Because of
their rltter stupidity women pray ro srones and idols and ask for their help. This
practice is common, especially when smal1 pox strikes, and there is hardly a woman
who is not involved in this polytheistic practice. 'Women participate in the holidays
of Hinclus andJews. They celebrate Diwali [a rnajor Hindu festival] anci send their
sisters and daughters presents similar to those exchanged by the infidels."2e It was
therefore the duty of Muslim rulers ro impose the sharia (Islamic law), to enforce
the jizya, and to remove non-Muslims fi'om high offìce.

This strain of Muslim thinking for.urd a champion in the emperor Aur:angzeb
(ow-rang-ZEHB) (r. 1658*1707), who reversed Akbar's policy of accommodarion
and sougirt to impose Islamic supremacy. whiie Akbar had discor-rragecl the Hindu
practice of sati, Aurangzeb forbade it outright. Music and dance were now banned
at court, and previor-rsly tolerared vices such as gainbling, drinking, prostitution, and
narcotics were actively sr-rppressed. Dancing girls were ordered to get married or
leave the empire altogether. Some Hindu temples were destroyed, and the jizya was
reirnposed. "censors of public morals," posted to large cities, enforced Islamic law.

Features of Akbar's
rule over the
Mughal Empire
somet¡mes appear
on the AP@ exam.
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Aurangzeb's religious policies, combinecl with intolerable demands fbr taxes to

sllpport his many wars of expansion, antagonized Hindus and promptecl various

movements of opposition to the Mughals. "Your subjects are trampled underfoot,"

wrote one anonymoLis protester. "Every province of yor-rr empire is impover-

ishecl. . . . God is the God of alÌ rnankind, not the God of Mussalmans [Muslims]

alone."3(' These opposition movements, sonle of them selÊconsciously Hindu,

fatally fractured the Mughal Empire, especially after,turangzeb's cleath in' t707,

ancl opened the way for a British takeover in the second half of the eighteenth

ce11tury.

Thus rhe Mughal Empire was the site of a highly significânt encounter between

two of the worlcl's great religious traditions. It began with an experiment in multi-

cultural empire br-rilding and endecl in growing antagonism between Hindus and

Muslims. In the centuries that followed, both elernents of the Mughal experience

woulcl be repeated.

Muslíms ønil Christíans ín the Ottoman Empíte

Like rhe Mr-rghal state, the Otrolnan Empire was also the creation of Turkic warrior

groups, whose aggressive raiding of agricr-rltural civilization was now legitimized in

Islar¡ic terms. Beginning arouncl 1300 from a base area in northwestern Anatolia,

these Ottoman Turks over the next three centuries swept over much of the Middle

East, North Africa, and southeastern Europe to creâte the Islamic world's most

significant empire (see Map 13.4). During those centuries, the Ottoman stâte was

transformed fron a small frontier principality to â prosperous, powerful, cosmo-

politan empire, heir both to the Byzantine Empire and to leaclership within the

Islamic wor'ld. Its sultan combined the roies of a Turkic warrior prince, a Muslim

caliph, and a conquering emperor, bearing the "strong sword of Islam" ancl serving

as chief defencler of the faith.

Gaining such an empire transformed Turkish social life as we1l. The relative

independence of Central Asian pastoral women, their open association with men,

and their political influence in society al1 dir-ninished as the Turks adopted Islam,

beginning in the tenth century, and later acquired an empire in the heartland of
ancient and patriarchal Mediterranean civilizations. Now elite Turkish women

found themselves secludecl and often veiled; slave women from the Caucasus Moun-

tains and the Sudan grew lrrore numerous; ofiìcial imperial censuses dicl not count

women; and orthodox Muslim reformers sought Co restrict women's religious

gatherings.

And yet within the new constraints of a settled Islamic empire, Turkish women

retained something of the social power they had er¡oyecl in pastoral socielies. From

around 1550 co 1650, women of the royal court had such an influence in politi-

cal matters that their critics referred to the "sultanate of women." Islamic 1aw per-

mittecl women important property rights, which enabled some to become quite

Return to ChaPter
9 and compare
features of those

lslamic caliphates
with features of this
lslamic empire.



Map f 3.4 The ottoman Empire
At its high point in the mid-sixteenth century, the Ottoman Empire encompassed a vast diversity of
peoples; straddled Europe, Afrlca, and Asia; and battled both the Austrian and Safavid empires.

wealthy, endowing religious and charitable institutions. Many women actively
used the Ottoman courts to protect their legal rights in matters of marriage, divorce,
and inheritance, sometimes representing themselves or acting âs agents for female
relatives. ln 1.7I7, the wife of an English ambassador to the Ottoman Empire com-
pared the lives of Turkish and European women, declaring, "'Tis very easy to see

that they have more liberty than we have."3l
'Within the Islamic world, the Ottoman Empire represented the growing proln-

inence of Turkic people, for their empire now incorporated a large number of
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Arabs, among whom the religion had been born. The responsibiliry and the pres-

tige of protecting Mecca, Medina, andJerusalem-the holy cities of Islam-now
fell to the Ottoman Empire. A century-long conflict (L534-1639) between the

Ottoman Empire, espousing the Sunni version of Islam, and the Persian Safavid

Empire, holding fast to the Shia form of the faith, expressed a deep and enduring

division within the Islamic world. Nonetheless, Persian culture, especially its poetry,

painting, and traditions of imperial splendor, occupied a prominent position among

the Ottoman elite.

The Ottoman Empire, like its Mughal counterpart, was the site of a highly

significant cross-cultural encounter in the earþ modern era, adding yet another

chapter to the long-running story of interaction between the Islamic world and

Christendom. As the Ottoman Empire expanded across Anatolia, its mostly Chris-

tian population converted in large numbers to Islam as the Byzantine state visibly

weakened and large numbers of Turks settled in the region. By 1500, some 90

percent of Anatolia's inhabitants \¡/ere Muslims and Turkic speakers. The climax of
this Turkic assault on the Christian world of Byzanti:urr'L occurred in 1453, when

Constantinople fell to the invaders. Renamed Istanbul, that splendid Christian city

became the capital of the Ottoman Empire. Byzantium, heir to the glory of Rome

and the guardian of Orthodox Christianiry, was no more.

In the empire's southeastern European domains, known as the Balkans, the

Ottoman encounter with Christian peoples unfolded quite differently than it had in

Anatolia. In the Balkans, Muslims ruled over a large Christian population, but the

scarciry ofTurkish settlers and the willingness of the Ottoman authorities to accom-

modate the region's Christian churches led to far fewer conversions. By the earþ

sixteenth century, only about 19 percent of the area's people were Muslims, and 81

percent were Christians.
Many of these Christians had welcomed Ottoman conquest because taxes were

lighter arid oppression less pronounced than under their former Christian rulers.

Christian communities such as the Eastern Orthodox and,\rmenian Churches were

granted considerable autonomy in regulating their internal social, religious, edu-

cational, and charitable affairs. Nonetheless, many Christian and Jewish women

appealed legal cases dealing with marriage and inheritance to Muslim courts, where

their property rights were greater. A substantial number of Christian men-Balkan
landlords, Greek merchants, government officials, and high-ranking clergy-
became part of the Ottoman elite, sometimes without converting to Islam. Jewish
refugees, fleeing Christian persecution in a Spain recently "liberated" from Islamic

rule, likewise found greater opportunify in the Ottoman Empire, where they

became prominent in trade and banking circles. In these ways, Ottoman dealings

with the Christian andJewish populations of their empire broadly resembled Akbar's

policies toward the Hindu majority of Mughal India. In another way, however,

Turkish rule bore heavily on Christians. Through â process known as the deushirme

(dew-shirr-MEH) (the collecting or gathering), Ottoman authorities siphoned off
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The Ottoman Siege

of Vienna, 1 683
ln this late seventeenth-century

painting by the Flemish artif
Frans Geffels, the last Ottoman

incursion into the Austrian

Empire is pushed back wìth

French and Polish help, mark-

ing the end of a serious Muslim

threat to Christian Europe, (wien

Museum Karlsplatz, Vienna, Austria/

Erich Lessing/An Resource, NY)

nany thousands of young boys from Christian families into the service of the state.

(See Zooming In: Devshirme, page 5tì6.)

Even though Ottoman authorities were relatively tolerant toward Christians
within their borders, the empire itself represented an enormous threat to Christen-
dom generally. The seizure of Constantinople, the conquest of the Balkans, Otto-
nran naval power in the Mediterranean, and the siege of Viennain 1529 and again
in 1683 raised anew "the specter of a Muslirl takeover of all of Europe."32 (See
'Working with Evidence, Source 13.2, page 593.) One European ambassador

reported fearfully in 1555 fi'om the court of the Turkish ruler Suleiman:

He tramples the soil of Hungary with 200,000 horses, he is at the very gates of
Austria, threatens the rest of Germany, and blings in his train all the nations

that extencl fì'orn our borders to those of Persia.33

Indeed, the "terror of the Turk" inspired fear across much of Europe and placed
Christendom on the defensive, even âs Europeans were expanding aggressively
across the Atlantic and into the Indian Ocean.

E@
The Muslim con-
quest of constan-
tinople was a major
turning point in
the political and
cultural history
of Europe, North
Africa, and South-
west Asia.



Devshirme: The "Gatherin$" of
Christian Boys in the Ottoman Empire

E
very few years, Ottoman offì-
cial recruiten descended on

rural Christian villages in the

Balkan provinces of the empire,

mostly among Serbs, Greeks, and

Albanians. There they required

the village priest to present the

birth records ofthe village and

to assemble boys of about ten to

eighteen years ofage. Then they

selected a certain number of these

boys, dlessed therrr in led uni-
forms, and marched them offto
Constantinople. Once the boys

arrived, they were circumcised,

converted to Islam, given a Muslirn

name, and enrolled in a long train-

Pay close atten-
tion to examples

of diplomatic rela-

tionships in the era

ca. l 45O"-ca.1 750.

thus avoiding reliance on the

Turkish nobility. Boys with the

greatest potential received a pres-

tigious education, lasting some

fourteen years, in Arabic, Turkish,
and Persian languages; mathemat-
ics; Islamic studies; honemanship;
weaponry; and more. They were
tracked into civil administrative

câreers, often in the palace itself.

Others entered a rigorous training
for núlitary service and generally

ended up in the Janissary corps,

an elite military unit responsible

directly to the sultan.

Technically, the devshirme

recruits were slaves, but they were

ing program to prepare them for Ottoman ofiìcials selecting Christian quite different from ordinary pur-

adr-ninistrative or military positions boys, in red, for the devshirme. chased slaves. They were absorbed

within the Ottoman governrnent. into Ottoman society in distinc-

This was rhe devshírnrc, or "gathering," of Christian tive and privileged roles, and some of them were able

boys, a distinctive prâctice that began in the mid- to late to rise to very prominent positions, including that of
fourteenth century when the rapid expansion of the grand vizier, the chief adviser to the sult¡n himself One

Ottornan Empire required more soldiers and offìcials. such offìcial recalled that he was taken "weeping and

It extended a much older Islamic tradition of using pris- in distress," but also reported with some pride that "a

oners captured in war as slave soldiels. The devshin-ne shepherd may be [transported] to a sultan's domain."3a

:ä:ff ;:::îTîî iä',î:ilff.'"1'#.,îållli" l*ï::ìil.ï;:îîïriï::i;":ii,:,:::ï;fli.î.'åI¿'"ï"Í1*::,*''

But the Ottoman encounter with Christian Europe spawned admiration and

cooperation as well as fear and trembling. Italian Renaissance artists portrayed the

splendor of the Islamic world. (See Working with Evidence, Chapter 12, page 536.)

The sixteenth-century French philosopher Jean Bodin praised the religious toler-
ance of the Ottoman sultan in contrâst to Christian intolerance: "The I{ing of the

Turks who rules over a great part of Europe safeguards the rites of religion as well as

any prince in this world. Yet he constrains no-one, but on the contrary permits

everyone to live as his conscience clictates."3s The French government on occasion

found it useful to ally with the Ottoman Empire against their common enemy of
Habsbr-rrg Austria, whiie European nerchants willingly violatecl a papal ban on sell-

ing firearms to the Turks. Cultural encounter involved more than conflict.

APc) EXAM ÏIP

586
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So prestigious were such positions-or so desperate

were irnpoverished Christians- that some Christian
families voluntarily oflered their sons to the recruiters,

and some free Muslim families schemed to get their chil-
dren into the exalted ranks of the devshirme.

Yet there is little doubt that the devshirme system

brought great suffering to the empire's Christian subjects

and was widely hated and resisted. In 1395, an Eastern

Orthodox metropolitan, or archbishop, named Isidore

Glabas from Thessaloniki in Greece delivered a scathing
public sermon denouncing the practice, no doubt reflect-
ing the views of his parishioners. "My eyes are fìlled
with tears and can no longer bear to see my beloved

ones," he began. Then he outlined the various ways that
the devshirme brought grief to his people: their children
were "forced to change over to alien customs and to
become a vessel of barbaric garb, speech, impiety, and

other contaminations, all in a moment." His words
reflected the Greeks' view ofTurks as "barbarians" and

their fear that their children might be subjected to castra-

tion as eunuchs or exposed to the homosexuality widely
regarded as a part ofJanissary life. Furthermore, accord-
ing to the archbishop, the devshirme threatened the

continuity of family life, for a father "will not have his

son to send him to his grave in fitting manner." And
who, he asked, would not "lament his son because a free

child becomes a slave?" 'Worst of all, in the archbishop's

view, was the danger to the immortal soul of a Christian

boy who was circumcised and converted to Islam, for
"he is sh¿mefully separated from God and hæ become
miserably entangled with the devil, and in the end will
be sent to darkness and hell with the demons."36

It was no wonder then that Ottoman Christians
deployed many strategies to avoid the devshirme. Some

communities required their boys to formally marry at a

very young age; parish priests might convenientþ lose

names from the parish registries; families sometimes fled
to avoid the recruiten; Eastem Orthodox Christians on
occasion appealed to the pope or to Cathoüc mfitary
orden for help, "lest we lose our children." On several

occasions, villagen murdered the recruiters and many
times sought to bribe them.

By the mid-seventeenth cenrury, the devshirme sys-

tem had been largely abandoned, as recruitment to these

positions was opened to free Muslim Turks. But the
memory lingered well into the twentieth century as an

irritant in the conflicted relations of Greeks and Turks.
A song recently sung in northern Greece recalled the
memory: "Be Dammed, Emperor, thrice be dammed. . .

You catch and shackle the old and the archpriests, in
order to take the children asjanissaries. Their parens
weep, their sisten and brothen, too."37

Questions: How might you summarize the origins and outcomes

of the devshirme system? How does this practice alter your

understanding of slavery?

The Centrality of Context in \fforld History
'V/orld 

history is, to put it mildly, a big subject. To teachers and students alike, it can

easily seem overwhelming in its detail. Ând yet the central task of world history is
not the inclusion of endless facts or pârticular cases. It is rather to establish contexts
or frameworks within which carefully selected facts and cases take on new meaning.
In world histor], every event, every process, every historical figure, and every cul-
ture, society, or civilization gain significance from their incorporation into some
larger context or franework. Contextual thinking is central to world history.
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T@ The broad outlines of European colonization in the Americas are familiar to
most American and European stlrdents. And yet, when that story is set in the con-
text of other empire-building projects of the early modern era, il takes on new and

different meanings. Such a context helps to counter any remaining Eurocentrisrn in
our thinking about the past by remincling us that'Western Europe was not the only
center of vitality and expansion and that the interaction of culturally different
peoples, so characteristic of the modern age, derived from rnultiple sources. How
often do we notice that a European Christendom creating empires âcross the Atlan-
tic was also the victirn of Ottoman imperial expansion in the Balkans?

This kind of contextualizing also allows us to see more clearly the distinctive
featlrres of European empires as we view them in the mirror of other imperial cre-

ations. The Chinese, Mughal, and Ottoman empires continued older patterns of
historical development, while those of Europe represented something wholly new
in hurnan history-an interacting Atlantic world of Europe, Africa, and the Amer-
icas. Furtherlnore, the European empires had a far greater impact on the peoples

they incorporated than did other empires. Nowhere else did empire building gen-

erate such a catastrophic population coilapse as in the Americas. Nor did Asian

empires foster the kind of slave-based societies and transcontinental trade in slaves

that were among the chief outcomes ofEurope's Arnerican colonies. Finally, Europe

was enriched and transformed by its American possessions far more than China and

the Ottomans were by their territorial acquisitions. Europeans gained enorlnous

new biological resources from their empires-corn, potatoes, tomatoes, chocolate,

tobacco, timber, and rluch more-as well as enormolrs wealth in che form of gold,

silver, and 1and.

Should we need a motto for world history, consider this one: in worlcl history,

nothing stands alone; context is everything.

ln this section the
author says it is

essential to under-
stand historical
context if you wish
to understand
world history, and

that understanding
is precisely what
the AP@ exam will
test. Now that you

are about halfway
through this text,
consider the political
(e.9., empire build-
ing), social (e.9.,

relations between
governments and
religions), and
economic (e.9., the
empires'policies on
trade) connections
and comparisons

that you have made

thus far.
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Big Picture Questions

1. The experience of empire for conquered peoples was broadly similar whoever their rulers were. Does

the material in this chapter support or challenge this idea?

2. ln thinking aboutthe similarities and differences among the empires of the early modern era, what

categories of comparison might be most useful to consider?

3. Have a look at the maps in this chapter with an eye to the areas of the world that were not incorpo-

rated into a major empire. Pick one or more of them and do a Iittle research as to what was

happening there in the early modern era.

4. Looking Back: Compared to the world of the fifteenth century, what new patterns of development

are visible in the empire-building projects of the centuries that followed?

Next Steps: For Further Study

Jane Burbank and Frederick Cooper, Empires inWorld History (2010). Chapters 5-7 of this recentwork

describe and compare the empires of the early modern world.

Jorge Canizares-Esguerra and Erik R. Seeman, eds., The Atlantic in Global History (2007). A collection of

essays that treats the Atlantic basin as a single interacting region,

Alfred W. Crosby, Ihe Columbian Voyages, the Columbian Exchange, and Their Historians (1987). A brief

and classic account of changing understandings of Columbus and his global impact.

John Kicza, Resilient Cultures: America's Native Peoples Confront European Colonization, 1500-1800

(2003). An account of European colonization in the Americas that casts the native peoples as active

agents rather than passive victims,

CharlesC. Ltann, 1493: UncoveringtheNewWorldColumbusCreated(2011).Aglobal accountof the

Columbian exchange that presents contemporary scholarship in a very accessible fashion,

Peter Perdue, China Marches West: The Qing Conquest of Central Eurasia (2005), Describes how China

became an empire as it incorporated the non-Chinese people of Central As¡a.

Willard Sutherlan d, Taming the Wild Fields: Colonization and Empire on the Russian Steppe (2004). An

up-to-date account of Russian expansion in the steppes.

"Discover the Ottomans," http://www,theottomans,org/english/index.asp. A series of essays and images

that traces the history of the 0ttoman Empire over six centuries.

" 1492: An Ongoing Voyage," http://www.ibiblio.org/expo/1492,exhìbit/lntro.html. An interactive Web site

based on an exhibit from the Library of Congress that provides a rich context for exploring the meaning

of Columbus and his voyages,
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State Building in the E.tly Modern Era

-Iah. empires of the earþ modem era were the projects of states, though
I these states often made use of various privete groups-missionaries,

settlen, merchants, mercenaries-to achieve the goals of empire. Such impe-
rial states-Mughal India, the Ottoman Empire, France, and the Inca Empire,
for example-were invariably headed by kings or emperors who were the
source ofultimate political authority in their lands. Each ofthose rulers sought
to govern societies divided by religion, region, ethnicity, or class.

During the three centuries betr;veen 1450 and 1750, all of these states, and
a number of non-imperial states as well, moved toward greater political inte-
gration and centralization. In all of them, more effective central bureaucracies
curtailed, though never eliminated, entrenched local interests; royal courts
became more elaborate; and the role ofmonarchs grew more prominent. The
growth of empire accompanied this process of political integration, and per-
haps helped cause it. However, efforts at state building differed considerably
across the earþ modern world, depending on variations in historical back-
grounds, the particular problems and circumstances that each state faced, the
cultural basis of political authority, and the policies that individual leaders

followed.
The documents that follow allow us to examine this state-building efforr

in several distinct settings. Two of them were written by monarchs them-
selves and two by outside observen. What similarities and variations in this
process of state building can you norice as you study the documents? How
did these earþ modern states differ from the states of later centuries or those
of today? To what extent was govemment personal rather than institutional?
In what ways was power exercised-through coercion and violence, through
accommodation with established elites, through the operation ofnew bureau-
cratic structures, or by persuading people that the central authority was in fact
legitimate?

Source 13.1

The Memoirs of Emperor Jahangir
The peoples of India had only rarely experienced a political system rhar
encompassed most of the subcontinent. Its vast ethnic and cultural diversiry
and the division berween its Hindu and Muslim peoples usually genereted a

590
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fragmented political order of many competing states and principalities. But in
the earþ modern era, the Mughal Empire gave to South Asia a rare period of
substantial political unity. Source 13.1 offer excerpts from the memoirs of
Jahangir, who ruled the Mughal state from 1605 to 7627, following the reign

of his more famous father Akbar (see pages 580-81). Written in Persian, the

literary language of the eastern Islamic world,Jahangir's account of his reign

followed the tradition of earlier Mughal emperors in noting major events of
his lifetime, but it departed from that tradition in reflecting personally on art,

politics, fr-ily life, and more.

I '\I/hy do you thinkJahangir mounted such an elaborate coronation cel-
ebration for himselfr

I In what ways didJahangir seek to ensure the effective authority of the

state he led?

I In what ways wasJahangir a distinctþ Muslim ruler? In what respects

did he and his father depart from Islamic principles?

r Based on these selections, what concrete problems of governance can

you infer were facingJahangir?

JerraNcn

Memofus
7605-7627

¡\ t the age ofthirry-eight, I became Emperor. . . .

L I As at the very instant that I seated myself on
the throne, the sun rose from the horizon; I accepted

this as the omen ofvictory, and as indicating a reign
of unvarying prosperity. F{ence I assumed the titles
of . . . the world-subduing emperor, the world-
subduing king.

On this occasion I made use of the throne pre-
pared by my father, and enriched at an expense

without parallel for the celebration ofthe festival of
the new year. . . . Having thus seated myself on the
throne ofmy expectations and wishes, I caused also

the imperial crown, which my father had caused to
be made after the manner of that which was worn
by the great kings ofPersia, to be brought before
me, and then, in the presence of the whole assem-

bled Emirs, having placed it on my brows, as an

omen auspicious to the stability and happiness of
my reigrr, kept it there for the space of a full astro-
nomicalhour....

For forty days and forty nights I caused the . . .

great imperial state drum, to strike up, without
ceasing, the strains of joy and triumph; and . . .

around my throne, the ground was spread by -y
directions with the most costly brocades and gold
embroidered carpets. Censers [containers for burn-
ing incense] of gold and silver were disposed in
different directions for the purpose of burning
odoriferous drugs, and nearþ three thousand cam-
phorated wax lights . . . illuminated the scene from
night till moming. Numbers of blooming youths,
beautiful as youngJoseph in the pavilions ofEgypt,
clad in dresses of the most costþ materials . . .

awaited my cornmands, rank after rank, and in atti-
tude most respectful. And finally, the Emirs of the
empire . . . covered from head to foot in gold and
jewels, and shoulder to shoulder, stood round in
brilliant array, also waiting for the commands of
their sovereign. For forty days and forry nights did
I keep open to the world these scenes of festivity
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and splendor, fumishing altogether an example of
imperial magnificence seldom paralleled in this
stage ofearthly existence. . . .

I instituted. . . special regulations . . . as rules of
conduct, never to be deviated fror¡r in their respec-
tive stations.

1. I remitted [canceled] altogether to my sub-
jects three sources ofrevenue taxes or duties. . . .

2. I directed, when the district ley waste or des-
titute of inhabitants, that towns should be built. . . .

I charged the Jaguir-daurs [ocal rulers granted a

certain territory by the emperor], or feudatories of
the empire, in such deserted places to erect mosques
and substantial . . . stations for the accommodation
of travelers, in order to render the district once
more an inhabited country, and that wayfaring men
might again be able to pass and repass in safety.

3. Merchants traveling through the country
were not to have their bales or packages of any kind
opened without their consent. But when they were
perfectly willing to dispose of any article of mer-
chandise, purchasers were permitted to deal with
them, without, however, offering any species of
molestation. . . .

5. No person was permitted either to make or
sell either wine or any other kind of intoxicat-
ing liquor. I undertook to institute this regulation,
although it is sufficiently notorious that I have
myself the strongest inclination for wine, in which
from the age ofsixteen I have liberally indulged. . . .

6. No person [official] was permitted to take up
his abode obtrusively in the dwelling of any subject
of my reahn. . . .

7. No person was to suffer, for any offense, the
loss of a nose or ear. If the crime were theft, the
ofFender was to be scourged with thorns, or deter:red
from further transgression by an attestation on the
Koran.

8. [High ofûcials] were prohibited from pos-
sessing themselves by violence of the lands of the
subject, or from cultivating them on their own
account. . . .

10. The governors in all the principal cities
were directed to establish infinnaries or hospitals,
with competent medical aid for the relief of the
sick. . . .

11. During the month of rny birth. . . the use
of all animal food was prohibited both in town and
country; and at equidistant periods throughout the
year a day u¡as set apart, on which all slaughtering
of animals 'was strictly forbidden.

[H]aving on one occasion asked my father

[AkbarJ the reason why he had forbidden any one
to prevent or interfere with the building of these
haunts of idolatry [Hindu temples], his reply was in
the following terms: "My dear child," said he, "I
find myself a powerful monarch, the shadow of
God upon earth. I have seen that he bestows the
blessings of his gracious providence upon all his
creatures without distinction. Ill should I discharge
the duties of rny exalted station, were I to withhold
my compassion and indulgence from any of those
entrusted to my charge. With all of the human
race, with all of God's creatures, I am at peace:

why then should I permit myself, under any con-
sideration, to be the cause of molestation or aggres-
sion to any one? Besides, are not five parts in six
of mankind either Hindus or aliens to the faith;
and were I to be governed by motives of the kind
suggested in your inquiry, what alternative can I
have but to put them all to death! I have thought it
therefore my wisest plan to let these men alone.
Neither is it to be forgotten, that the class ofwhom
we are speaking . . . are usefully engaged, either in
the punuits of science or the arts, or of improve-
ments for the benefit of rnankind, and have in
numerous instances arrived at the highest distinc-
tions in the state, there being, indeed, to be found
in this city men of every description, and of every
religion on the face of the earth."

Source: Tlre Aúemoirs oJ tlrc Enperor Jaharrgir, translated from the
Pesian by Major David Price (London: Oriental Translation
Committee, 1829), 1-3, 5-8, 15.
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Source 13.2

An Outsider's View of the Ottoman Empire

lJnder Suleiman I (r. 1520-1566), the Ottoman Empire reached its greatest

territorial extent and perhaps its golden age in terms of culture and economy
(see Map 13.4, page 583). A helpful window into the liê of this most power-
fìrl of Muslim states comes from the writings of Ogier Ghiselin de Busbecq,

a Flemish nobleman who served as a diplomat for the Austrian Empire, which
then felt under great threat from Ottoman expansion into Central Europe.

Busbecq's letters to a füend, excerpted in Source 1.3.2, present his view of the

Ottoman court and his reflections on Ottoman military power.

I How do you think Busbecq's outsider status shaped his perceptions

of Ottoman political and military life? To what extent does his role

as a foreigner enhance or undermine the usefulness of his account for
historians?

I How did he define the differences betvveen the Ottoman Empire and

Austria? What do you think he hoped to accomplish by highlighting
these differences?

I 'What sources of Ottoman political authority are apparent in Busbecq's

account?

r What potential problems of the Ottoman Empire does this document
imply or state?

Ocrsn GrusnrrN DË BusBECe

The Turþísh Letterc
1555-1.562

n his [Suleiman's] arrival \Me were admitted
to an audience. . . . His air [attitude], was by

no means gracious, and his face wore a stem, though
dignifìed, expression. On entering we were sepa-

rately conducted into the royal presence by the
chamberlains, who grasped our arms. This has been
the Turkish fashion of admitting people to the
Sovereign ever since a Croat, in order to avenge

the death of his master . . . asked Amurath [an ear-
lier Sultan] for an audience, and took advantage of
it to slay him. After having gone through a pre-
tense ofkissing his hand, we were conducted back-
ward to the wall opposite his seat, care being taken
that we should never turn our backs on him. . . .

The Sultan's hall was crowded with people,
among whom were several offìcers of high rank.
Besides these there were all the troopers of the
Imperial guard and a large force ofJanissaries; but
there was not in all that great assembly a single man
who owed his position to aught save his valor and
his merit. No distinction is attached to birth among
the Turks. . . . In making his appointments the Sul-
tan pays no regard to any pretensions on the score

of wealth or rank, nor does he take into consid-
eration recommendations or popularity. . . . It is

by merit that men rise in the service, a system
which ensures that posts should only be assigned to
the competent. . . . Those who receive the highest
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offìces from the Sultan are for the most part the sons

of shepherds or herdsmen, and so far from being
ashamed of their parentage, they actually glory in
it, and consider it a matter of boasting that they
owe nothing to the accident of birth. . . .

Among the Turks, therefore, honon, high posts,

and judgeships are the rewards of great ability and
good service. Ifa man be dishonest, orlazy, or care-
less, he remains at the bottom of the ladder, an
object of contempt; for such qualities there are no
honors in Turkey! This is the reason that they are
successful in their undertakings, that they lord it
over others, and are daily extending the bounds
of their empire. These are not our ideas, with us

[Europeans] there is no opening left for merit; birth
is the standard for everything; the prestige ofbirth is
the sole key to advancement in the public service. . . .

[T]ake your stand by *y side, and look at the
sea of turbaned heads, each wrapped in twisted
folds of the whitest silk; look at those marvelously
handsome dresses of every kind and every color;
time would fail me to tell how all around is glitter-
ing with gold, with silver, with pu¡ple, with silk,
and with velvet; words cannot convey an adequate
idea of that strange and wondrous sight: it was the
most beautiful spectacle I ever saw.

With all this luxury, great simplicity and econ-
omy are combined; every man's dress, whatever his
position may be, is of the same pattern; no fünges
or useless points are sewn on, as is the case with us,
appendages which cost a great deal of money, and
are worn out in three days. . . . I was greatly struck
with the silence and order that prevailed in this
great crowd. There were no cries, no hum ofvoices,
the usual accompaniments of a motley gathering,
neither was there any jostling; without the slightest
disturbance each man took his proper place accord-
ing to his rank. . . .

On leaving the assembly we had a fresh treat
in the sight of the household cavalry returning to
their quarters; the men were mounted on splendid
horses, excellentþ groomed, and gorgeously accou-
tred. And so we left the royal presence, taking with
us but little hope ofa successful issue to our embassy.

The Turkish monarch going to war takes with
him over 40,000 camels and nearly as many bag-
gage mules, ofwhich a great part, when he is invad-

ing Persia, are loaded with rice and other kinds of
grain. . . . The invading army carefully abstains
f¡om encroaching on its magazines [supplies] at the
outset. . . . The Sultan's magazines are opened, and
a rationjust suffìcient to sustain life is daily weighed
out to the Janissaries and other troops of the royal
household.

From this you will see that it is the patience,
selÊdenial, and thrift of the Turkish soldier that
enable him to face the most trying circumstances. . . .

What a contrast to our men! Christian soldiers on
a campaign refuse to put up with their ordinary
food, and call for thrushes, beccaficos [small birds],
and such like daincy dishes! If these are not sup-
plied they grow mutinous and work their own
ruin; and, if they are supplied, they are ruined all
the same. For each man is his own worst enemy,
and has no foe more deadly than his own intem-
perance, which is sure to kill him, if the enemy be
not quick.

It makes me shudder to think ofwhat the result
of a struggle between such different systems must
be; one of us must prevail and the other be
destroyed. . . . On their side is the vast wealth of
their empire, unimpaired resources, experience
and practice in arms, a veteran soldiery, an uninter-
rupted series ofvictories, readiness to endure hard-
ships, union, order, discipline, thrift, and watchful-
ness. On ours are found an empty exchequer,
luxurious habits, exhausted resources, broken spir-
its, a raw and insubordinate soldiery, and greedy
generals; there is no regard for discipline, license
runs riot, the men indulge in drunkenness and
debauchery, and, worst of all, the enemy are accus-
tomed to victory, \¡ve, to defeat. Can we doubt
what the result must be? The only obstacle is Penia,
whose position on his rear forces the invader to take
precautions. The fear of Persia gives us a respite,
but it is only for a time. When he has secured him-
self in that quarter, he will fall upon us with all the
resources of the East. How ill prepared we are to
meet such an attack it is not for me to say.

[In the following passage, Busbecq reflects on a major
problem of the Ottoman state, succession to the throne.]

The sons of Turkish Sultans are in the mosr
wretched position in the world, for, as soon as one
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of them succeeds his father, the rest a.. àoomed to
certain death. The Turk can endure no rival to the
throne, and, indeed, the conduct of theJanissaries
renders it impossible for the new Sultan to spare his

brothers; for if one of them survives, theJanissaries
are forever asking largesses. If these are refused,
forthwith the cry is heard, "Long live the brother!"
"God preserve the brothe¡t" -¿ 

tolerably broad

hint that they intend to place him on the throne.
So that the Turkish Sultans are compelled to cele-

, brate their succession by imbruing their hands in' the blood of their nearest relatives.

Source: Charles Thornton Forester and F. H. Blackburne Daniell,
The Life and ktters of Ogier Chßelin de Brsüer4 (London: C. Kegan

Paul, 1881), 114-15, 152-56, 219-22.

Source 13.3

French State Building and Louis XIV
Like their counte{parts in the Middle East and Asia, a nurnber of European

states in the earþ modern era also pursued the rwin projects of imperial
expansion abroad and political integration at home. But consolidating cen-

tral authority was a long and difiìcult task. Obstacles to the ambitions of kings

in Europe were nrany-the absence of an effective transportation and com-
munication infrastructure; the difficulcy of acquiring information about the

population and resources; the entrenched interests ofprivileged groups such

as the nobiliry, church, town councils, and guilds; and the division berween

Catholics and Protestants.

Perhaps the most well-known example of such European state-building

efforts is that of France under the rule of Louis XIV (r. 1643-1715).Louis
and other European monarchs, such as those in Spain and Russia, operated

under a set of assurnptions known as absolutism, which held that kings ruled

by "divine right" and could legitimately claim sole and uncontested author-
ity in their realms. Louis's famous dictum "L'état, c'est nxoi" ("I am the state")

summed up the absolutist ideal. Source 13.3 illustrates at least one way in
which Louis attempted to realize this ideal.

Written by Louis himself, this document focuses on the importance of
"spectacle" and public display in solidifring the exalted role of the monarch.

The "carousel" described here was ân extravagant pâgeant, held in Paris inJune
7662. lt featured various exotic animals, slaves, princes, and nobles arrayed in
fantastic costulnes representing distant lands, as well as mâny equestrian com-
petitions. Uni$'ing this disparate assembly was King Louis himself, dressed as

a Roman emperor, while on the shields of the nobles was that grand symbol

of the monarchy, the sun.

I What posture does Louis take towârd his subjects in this document?

I How does he understand the role of spectacle in general and the carou-

sel in particular?

I 'What 
does the choice of the sun as a royal symbol suggest about Louis's

conception of his role in the French state and empire?
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Lours XIV
Memoírs

1,670

Jt was necessary to conserve and cultivate with
Icare all that which, without diminishing the
authority and the respect due to me, linked me by
bonds of affection to my peoples and above all to
the people of rank, so as to make them see by this
very means that it was neither aversion for them
nor affected severicy, nor hanhness of spirit, but
simply reason and duty, that made me more reserved
and more exact toward them in other matters.
That sharing of pleasures, which gives people at
court a respectable familiarity with us, touches them
and charms them more than can be expressed. The
coûunon people, on the other hand, are delighted
by shows in which, at bottom, we always have the
aim of pleasing them; and all our subjects, in gen-
eral, are delighted to see that we like what they
like, or what they excel in. By this means we hold
on to their hearts and their minds, sometimes more
strongly perhaps than by recompenses and gifts;
and with regard to foreigners, in a state they see

flourishing and well ordered, that which is spent
on expenses and which could be called superflu-
ous, makes a very favorable impression on them, of
magnificence, of power, of grandeur. . . .

The carousel, which has furnished me the sub-
ject of these reflections, had only been conceived
at first as a light amusement; but little by little, we
were carried away, and it became a spectacle that
was fairþ grand and magnificent, both in the num-
ber of exercises, and by the novelty of the costumes
and the variety of the [heraldic] devices. It was

then that I began to employ the one that I have
always kept since and which you see in so many
places . . . it ought to represent in some way the
duties of a prince, and constantþ encourage me to
fulfill them. For the device they chose the sun,
which . . . is the most noble of all, and which, by
its quality of being unique, by the brilliance that
surrounds it, by the light that it communicates to
the other stars which form for it a kind of court, by
the just and equal share that the different climates
of the world receive of this light, by the good it
does in all places, ceaselessly producing as it does,

in every sphere oflife,joy and activity, by its unhin-
dered movement, in which it nevertheless always
appears calm, by its constant and invariable course,
from which it never departs nor wavers, is the most
striking and beautiful image of a great monarch.

Those who saw me goveming with a good deal
of ease and without being confused by anything, in
all the numerous attentions that royalty demands,
persuaded me to add the earth's globe, and for
motto, nec pluribus impar (not unequal to many
things): by which they meant something that flat-
tered the aspirations of a young king, namely that,
being sufficient to so many things, I would doubt-
less be capable of goveming other empires, just as

the sun was capable of lighting up other worlds if
they were exposed to its rays.

Source: Robert Campbell, Inuis XIV (London: Longmans, 1993),

717-78.

Source 13.4

An Outsider's View of the Inca Empire

Pedro de Cieza de León (1520-1554), a Spanish chronicler ofthe Inca Empire
of the early sixteenth century, came to the Americas as a boy at the age of
thirteen. For the next seventeen years, Cieza took part as a soldier in a num-
ber of expeditions that established Spanish rule in various parts of South Amer-
ica. Along the way, he collected a great deal of information, especially about
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the Inca Enpire, which he began to publish on his rerurn to Spain in 1550.
Despite a very linrited education, Cieza wrote a series of works that have
become a major source for historians about the workings of the Inca Empire
and about the Spanish conquest of that land. The selection that follows focuses
on the techniques that the Incas used to govem their huge empire.

I How would you describe Cieza's posture toward the Inca Empire?
'What in particular did he seem to appreciate about it?

¡ Based on this account, what diffìculties did the Inca rulers face in gov-
erning their large and diverse realm?

I What policies or practices did the Inca authorities follow in seeking to
integrate their empire?

¡ Some modem observers have described the Inca Empire as "totalitarian"
or "socialist." Do such terms seem appropriate? How else might you
describe the Inca state?

I How does Cieza's relationship to the Inca Empire compare to that of
Busbecq to the Ottoman Empire?

Prono DE CIEZA os LnóN

Chronídes of the Incas
ca.1550

-T-h. Incas had the seat of their enrpire in the ciry
I of Cuzco, where the laws were given and the

captains set out to make war. . . . ,ts soon as one of
these large provinces was conquered, ten or twelve
thousand of the men and their wives, or six thou-
sand, or the number decided upon were ordered to
leave and remove themselves from it. These were
transferred to another town or province of the
same climate and nature as that which they left. . . .

And they had another device to keep the natives
from hating them, and this was that they never
divested the natural chieftains of their power. If it
so happened that one of them committed a crime
or in some way deserved to be stripped of his
power, it was vested in his sons or brothers, and all
were ordered to obey them. . . .

One of the things most to be envied in these rulers is
how well they knew to conquer such vast lands. . . .

. [T]hey entered rnany lands without war, and
the soldiers who accompanied the Inca were

ordered to do no damage or harm, robbery or vio-
lence. If there was a shortage of food in the prov-
ince, he ordered supplies brought in from other
regions so that those newly won to his service would
not find his rule and acquaintance irksome. . . .

In many others, where they entered by war and
force of arms, they ordered that the crops and
houses of the enemy be spared. . . . But in the end
the Incas always came out victorious, and when
they had vanquished the others, they did nor do
them further harm, but released those they had
taken prisoner, if there were any, and restored the
booty, and put thern back in possession of their
properry and rule, exhorting them ncit to be foolish
and try to compete with his royal majesty nor
abandon his füendship, but ro be his friends as rheir
neighbors were. And saying this, he gave them a

number of beautiful women and fine pieces of
wool or gold. . . .

They never deprived the native chieftains of
their rule. They were all ordered to worship the
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sun as God, but they were not prohibited from
observing their own religions and customs. . . .

It is told for a fact of the rulen of this kingdom that

in the days of their rule they [the Incas] had their
representatives in the capitals ofall the provinces. . . .

They served as head of the provinces or regions,

and from every so many leagues around the tributes

were brought to one of these capitals. . . . This was

so well organized that there was not a village that

did not know where it was to send its tribute. In all

these capitals the Incas had temples ofthe sun, mints,

and many silversmiths who did nothing but work
rich pieces of gold or fair vessels of silver. . . . The
tribute paid by each of these districts where the

capital was situated, and that tumed over by the

natives, whether gold, silver, clothing, arms, and

all else they gave, was entered in the accounts of
the lquipu-l camayocs, who kept the quipus and did
everything ordered by the govemor in the matter

of fìnding the soldien or suppþing whomever the

Inca ordered, or making delivery to Cuzco; but
when they came from the city of Cuzco to go over

the accounts, or they were ordered to go to Cuzco
to give an accounting, the accountants themselves

gave it by the quipus, or went to give it where there

could be no fraud, but everything had to come out
right. Few years went by in which an accounting of
all these things was not made. . . .

When the Incas set out to visit their king-
dom, it is told that they traveled with great pomP,

riding in rich litters set upon smooth, long poles

of the finest wood and adorned with gold and

silver. . . .

So many people came to see his passing that all

the hills and slopes seemed covered with them, and

all called down blessings upon him. . . .

He [the Inca] traveled four leagues each day, or
as much as he wished; he stopped wherever he

liked to inquire into the state of his kingdom; he

willingly listened to those who came to him with
complaints, righting wrongs and punishing those

who had committed an injustice. . . .

[T]hese rulers, as the best measure, ordered and

decreed, with severe punishment for failure to obey,

that all the natives of their empire should know

and understand the language of Cuzco, both they
and their women. . . . This was carried out so

faithfully that in the space of a very few years a

single tongue was known and used in an extension
of more than 1,200 leagues; yet, even though this
language was employed, they all spoke their own

[anguages], which were so numerous that if I were
to list them it would not be credited. . . .

[The Inca] appointed those whose duty it was to
punish wrongdoers, and to this end they were
always traveling about the country. The Incas took
such care to see that justice was meted out thât
nobody ventured to commit a felony or theft. This
was to deal with thieves, ravishers of women, or
conspirators against the Inca; however, there were
many provinces thât warred on one another, and

the Incas were not wholly able to prevent this. By
the river [Huatanay] that runs through Cuzco jus-
tice was executed on those who were caught or
brought in as prisoners from some other place.

There they had their heads cut off, or were put to
death in some other manner which they chose.

Mutiny and conspiracy were severely punished,

and, above all, those who were thieves and known
as such; even their wives and children were despised

and considered to be tarred with the same brush. . . .

[I]n each of the many provinces there were many
storehouses filled with supplies and other needful
things; thus, in times of war, wherever the armies

went they draw upon the contents of these store-
houses, without ever touching the supplies of their
confederates or laying a finger on what they had in
their settlements. And when there was no war, all
this stock ofsupplies and food was divided up among
the poor and the widows. These poor were the
aged, or the lame, crippled, or paraþzed, or those

affiicted with some other diseases. . . . If there came

a lean year, the storehouses were opened and the
provinces were lent what they needed in the way
ofsupplies; then, in a year ofabundance, they paid

back all they had received.

Source: 7Ir¿ lnr¿s oJ Pedro de Cieza de León, translated by Haniet de

Onis (Noman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1959), 56-57, 158-

60,765-:73, 17718.
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State Building in the Early Modern Era

1. Making comparisons: To what extent did these four early modern
states face similar problems and devise similar solutions? How did they
differ? In particular, how did the rulers of these srares deal with subordi-
nates? How did they use violence? What challenges to imperial authority
did they face?

2. Assessing spectacle: In what different ways was spectacle, royal splen-
dor, or public display evident in the documents? How would you defìne
the purpose of such display? How effective do you think spectacle has

been in consolidating state authority?

3. Distinguishing power and authority: Some scholars have made a
distinction between "power," the ability of a state to coerce its subjects
into some required behavior, and "authority," the ability of a state to
persuade its subjects to do i* bidding voluntarily by convincing rhem
that it is proper, right, or natural to do so. What examples of power and
authority can you find in these documents? How were power and
authority related? What are the advantages and disadvantages of each,

from the viewpoint of ambitious rulers?

4. Comparing past and present: It is important to recognize that early
modern states differed in many ways from twentieth- or twenty-first-
century states. How would you define those differences? Consider,
among other things, the penonal role of the ruler, the use of violence,
the means of establishing authority, and the extent to which rhe state

could shape the lives of its citizens.

5. Comparing insiders' and outsiders' accounts:'What differences do
you notice between the two passages written by monarchs themselves
and the two composed by foreign observers? What advantages and limi-
tations do these two types of sources offer to historians seeking to use

them as evidence?




